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Class of ’90 to Have
End of Year Party
by Mark Richards
The problems of the Class of
1990 began last May when com
plications arose from the Class of
1989’s “ Done With Civ” party.
First semester of this year, the
situation worsened after the
November 6th “ White’s” Stag
Bash, and the subsequent cancella
tion of numerous events.
Included in this was the termina
tion of the traditional “ D.W .C.”
party. It became evident to the ad- '
ministration that the existence of
such alcohol related events must be
re-evaluated.
As a result of this re-evaluation,
the class officers and represen
tatives of the Class of ‘90 were
pressed to find an alternate event
to celebrate the end o f this
sophomore year. Reportedly, many
options were researched, yet none
seemed to present any viable solu
tions. Last week, after months of
deliberation, a compromise was
reached between Fr. John
McGreevy, and the Class o f ‘90.
According to class President
Paul Nelson, the Class could not
relate a party to the Development
of Western Civilization program.
However, Fr. McGreevy did ap
prove an end of the year celebra
tion, which the class officers nam

ed the “ Done With Natural Science
Party” . It was agreed that the
celebration would take the form of
a boat cruise around Boston
Harbor.
The cruise will take place on
April 30 between 1:00 and 5:00
p.m. (buses depart Dore parking
lot at 11:30). The cost of a cruise
ticket is $11.00, which includes
transportation and a T-shirt.
Alcohol will be available to those
who are of legal drinking age. A
state license will be required to pro
ve age. A disk jockey will provide
entertainment throughout the day.
T he response from class
members has been extremely
positive so far. “ I think it’s cool
because without some sort of
celebration this year would not be
complete,” said Chris Kilroy. Add
ed Megan McGuire,“ I think the
kids have been waiting for
something all this year and it is
about time we are able to end the
year as a class.” The general con
census seems to be overwhelming
ly enthusiastic.
Due to the expected demand for
tickets, the class officers suggest
Sophomores purchase their tickets
as soon as possible. “ I can easily
see tickets sell out Tuesday or ear
ly Wednesday,” predicted Kevin
Walsh.

Student Teacher Chosen
by NEA for Competition
Linda Tirollo, a student teacher
from Providence College has been
selected by the National Associa
tion (NEA) to compete in a na
tional teaching competition on
April 28.
Tirollo is one o f 12 college
students from across the United
States who have been chosen as
regional winners and are now
semifinalists in the NEA Student
Teacher Competition. Applicants
were judged on the quality o f their
teaching skills and understanding
of their subject matter.

To select the 12 semifinalists,
NEA judges reviewed written
lesson plans and 30-minute
videotapes prepared by each can
didate. The judges chose two
students - one from the elementary
and one from the secondary school
category - from six regional sites
around the country.
The regional site, which Linda
represents, includes the New
England states, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
★ See NEA
Continued on page 2

IN SID E TH E COWL
Batter Up
Read the Business Section and find out how collectors are cashing
in baseball cards for big bucks.

Rick Barnes
See Sports for an update on PC’s
new basketball coach.

Heads U p—Head First
See page 14 for a Features interview with the band “ Head First”
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The BOP sponsored an afternoon concert for Spring Weekend celebrators on Saturday, April 23. John
Cafferty and Beaver Brown played in the inclement weather in Lower Chapin Field.

Kemp’s W ithdrawal Has Conservatives
Looking Reluctantly to George Bush
by Mike O’Keeffe
(CPS) — Things just aren’t the
same for many conservative college
activists since New York Con
gressman Jack Kemp dropped out
of the race for the Republican
presidential nomination in late
March.
And Vice President George Bush
hasn’t lit any fires among campus
Republicans, who claim credit for
delivering an impressively large stu
dent vote for Ronald Reagan in
1980 and 1984, the activists say.
“ It will be hard for me to get ex
cited about Bush,” said Dennis Kilcoyne, former executive director of
the national College Republicans
and a self-described “ disciple of
Kemp.”
“Kemp was the one who excited
students,” Tony Zagotta, an Il
linois State senior and former
Kemp campaign aide, added.
“ I was taken by him, as were the
majority of College Republican ac
tivists,” Zagotta said. “ He’s a
young, dynamic, energetic can
didate. His message of hope, op
portunity and economic growth
struck a chord among students who
will soon be leaving school and
entering the job market.”
“ Kemp,” Kilcoyne summarized,
“ cut through the gibberish.”
It was no secret that much of the
College Republican national
leadership supported Kemp,
athough the group, like the
Republican National Committee is
supposed to stay neutral during the
primary and caucus season.
College Republican national
Chairman Stockton Reeves had
close ties to the Kemp campaign,
touring Central America with him
last year. Reeves’ predecessor,
David Miner, worked on the Kemp
campaign in North Carolina.
In fact, the group’s ties to Kemp
helped provoke state and local
Republican protests that — com
bines with other criticisms of
Reeves’ leadership abilities and

allegations that he cheated to win
his post — led campus groups in
Florida, Missouri and California
into debilitating internal splits and
struggles during the last 12 months.
Now the activists say they’ll cam
paign hard for Bush, whose
nomination seems all but certain,
but stress their hearts still belong

a Campbell University law student
and former Kemp campaign
volunteer aide.
“ He created the Reagan Revolu
tion,” added Zagotta. “ He sold
Reaganomics
(supply-side
economics) to Reagan.”
Northern Illinois’s Kendrigan
said “ students lined Up behind
Kemp because he had a strong
“I’m a party person,” said Mary voting record to back up his con
Kendrigan, a Northern Illinois victions. He always voted the right
University senior and former cam way: pro-economic growth, pro
pus College Republican president. life, and no tax increases.”
“ I’ll work for George Bush,
If Kemp can’t be the party’s
although Kemp is my first choice. presidential nominee, conservative
I still wear my Jack Kemp for students would like to see him nam
President button.”
ed as the vice presidential candidate
“ The best thing concerned or to a cabinet post. Such an ap
young people can do now is get pointment, they say, would allow
Bush to show his commitment to
behind Bush,”
the conservative cause.
“ Kemp is a prime candidate for
I 'll work fo r George
president,” said Kendrigan.
Bush, although Kem p is vice
“ He needs to maintain his position
m y first choice. I still wear as a spokesman for the conser
vative
movement.”
m y Jack Kem p f o r Presi
“ Bush needs a true conservative
dent button. ”
to balance out the ticket,” Peaslee
noted. “ If he wants to convey that
said North Carolina College
he’ll continue to lead us the way
Republican State Chairwoman
Zann Bunn, a North Carolina State Ronald Reagan has, he needs
Kemp.”
student and Kemp campaign
The activists, however are not
volunteer. “ Our hopes were not
about to abandon the field.
played out, but that’s something
“ It all depends on what side of
that happens in every race.”
the political spectrum you’re look
“ I want a conservative in the
ing at. Compared to Jack Kemp,
White House,” said Kilcoyne. “ I
George Bush doesn’t look as good.
also want a Republican. But some
But compared to (Gov. Michael)
one has to stoke the fire in your
Dukakis or (Rev. Jesse) Jackson,
belly. Why work for a guy like
Bush who is likely to sell out the George Bush is definitely on the
right side of the spectrum,” said
cause?”
Peaslee.
If is Kemp, and not the vice
“ Republicans don’t fight as
president, who these students see as
much among themselves as
the natural heir to President
Democrats,” said Bunn. “The par
Reagan’s legacy. In fact, they
ty is already rallying around
credit Kemp with creating many of Bush.”
the economic programs that
Kilcoyne isn’t as confident. “ 1
became, symbols o f the Reagan
rarely had a more exciting time in
years.
politics than I did working on the
“ If you want to continue the Kemp campaign. It’s hard for me
Reagan Revolution, Jack Kemp is to get excited in the same way
the man to do it,” said Bill Peaslee, about Bush. It makes me worried."
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Student Awarded
CPA Scholarship
PROVIDENCE, R1 — EAST
Providence resident Terrence Cur
rier, a junior accounting major at
Providence College, was awarded
a SI,650 Carl W. Christiansen
Scholarship by the Rhode Island
Society of CPA’s last night at the
organization’s annual dinner
meeting, which was held at the
Venus De Milo Restaurant in
Swansea, Massachusetts.
Currier, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Currier, along with James
A. Medeiros, a junior at the
University of Rhode Island, and
Lisa M. Cote a junior at Bently
College
in
W altham ,
Massachusetts, won the competi
tion with Rhode Island residents at
tending other colleges or univer
sities throughout the region based
primarily on their academic perfor
mance and potential promise in the

accounting field.
Currier is a member of the Pro
vidence College Accounting
Association.
The scholarship is named so in
honor of the late Carl W. Chris
tiansen, CPA, who served as presi
dent of the Rhode Island Society of
CPA’s from 1940-41 and as chair
man of its 50th anniversary celebra
tion. Founder of Christiansen and
Company, CPA’s, Christiansen
taught accounting at Northeastern
University and at Hill College for
25 years, and served as dean of
Northeastern’s Providence divi. sion. Christiansen, who also played
leadership roles in a number of
civic and charitable organizations,
was honored by the Society in 1975
for contributing funds to award
scholarships to outstanding ac
counting students.

May 1-7 is Suicide
Prevention Week
Providence, April 15 — Suicide
Prevention Week will be observed
throughout the nation May 1-7,
1988, according to the American
Association of Suicidology, the
non-profit organization which sup
ports suicide and crisis centers in
most cities throughout the United
States including The Samaritans of
Rhode Island. Suicidejs now the
eighth leading cajjse ‘of death
among Americans^A^ith some
30,000 reported. each.'jyear.
“ Suicide can be prevented. More
than 80 percent of suicide victims
communicate their intent ahead of
time,” says Liz Jones, national
president of the Association. “ We
have developed a list of warning
signs which are available from our
suicide and crisis centers. We hope
this week in May will raise
awareness o f these warning signs
and, therefore, help save lives.”
Among the warning signs are:
talking about suicide; trouble with
eating or sleeping; drastic changes
in behavior; withdrawal from usual
activities and friends; lost interest
in hobbies, work or school; taking
unnecessary risks; preoccupation
with death and dying; lost interest
* NEA
continued from page 1
runners-up will receive $1,250 each.
Linda, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Tirollo of Orange,
C onnecticut is m ajoring in
Mathematics/Special Education at
Providence College. Tirollo, who
will graduate on May 22, is look
ing forward to a teaching career
either in mathematics of in Special
Education.
The award winning lesson was a
mathematics lesson in which
Tirollo taught her students at Hugh
Now in its sixth year, the NEA
Student Teacher Competition
focuses on rewarding and en

in personal appearance; giving
away prized possessions.
“There is no typical suicide vic
tim,” adds Ms. Jones. “ Suicide
knows no boundaries, although the
rate is higher among senior citizens
than any other age group.
Moreover, it is the second leading
cause of death among young peo
ple. Accidents are number one, but
some of these, such as single-car ac
cidents, could be suicides.” The
loss o f a young person’s life is
tragic enough. The tragedy of a
suicide could have a dangerous rip
ple effect among the friends and
family.
The American Association of
Suicidology believes suicide is a
preventable national tragedy, ac
cording to Ms. Jones. “Centers are
open 24 hours each day throughout
the year, providing assistance
through telephone hotlines and
educational activities such as
Suicide Prevention Week. One of
the most frequently asked ques
tions hotline volunteers get is ‘Is he,
or she doing this jifst to get atten
tion?’ The fact is that ignoring
attention-getting behavior can be
fatal.”
couraging the best and the brightest
students entering the teaching pro
fession. The top two student
teachers in the competition will
receive $2,500 each, and the two
B. Bain Junior High School in
Cranston, Rhode Island about op
posite and adjacent angles.
Dr. Edward Sullivan of Pro
vidence College, Tirollo’s college
supervisor, who observed the
original presentation of the lesson,
stated “ This lesson, as it was
presented by Linda, is an excellent
example of how a difficult lesson
can be made easily understandable
to students. Linda has done
superbly at making learning Con
crete for her students.”

BA SEM EN T A P A R TM E N T
1 bedroom (2 students), partially
furnished, fully applianced in
cluding washer and dryer, all
utilities. Very close to campus
(walking distance).

$4 5 0 .0 0 permonth
521-0963

a fte r 5 p.m.

Comedian George Carlin addressed a crowd at Providence College on Friday, April 22 as a part of
the Spring Weekend activities. Carlin spoke in Alumni Hall at 8:00 p.m.

Jackson Broadens His Appeal
Beyond the Campus ‘Antis’
By Mike O’Keeffe
politically among older voters,
Jackson’s campaign has prompted
(CPS) — Sueyuna Dorosey isn’t students to exchange their jeans for
just working on a presidential cam suits.
paign. She’s on a mission.
One supporter calls it getting
Her candidate, Jesse Jackson,
“ Unmessy for Jesse.”
isn’t just a candidate, either. He is
Some campaign officials claim
a “ milestone,” said the University “ thousands” of students are now
o f Colorado senior. “This is working on the campaign.
history.”
“This,” explained recent Univer
So it is for an impressive cross sity of Massachusetts grad Caroline
section of students, who ascribe to
Murray, who now works on
Jackson all sorts of historical and JacksOn’s national staff, “ may be
even “ healing” attributes infre , the only chance I get to work for
quently. discussed in mainstream
a candidate I believe in.”
American politics.
“ JackSon is saying a lot of things
“ It’s AWESOME,” shouts
that-students can relate to,” said
University of Pennsylvania sup Rachel'Cohen, the editor of the
porter Traci Miller in a phone in University o f Wisconsin Daily
terview. “AND I’M PART OF
Cardinal.
IT!” __
“ All the other candidates .seem
While- oilier ■Democratic can to be wishy-washy,” added
didates — particularly fallen front Wisconsin freshman Mary Cook.
runner Gary Hart and now, at a
“ He’s talking about things that
lower decibel level, Massachusetts
matter. He got right down to the
Gov. Michael Dukakis — have at nitty gritty.”
tracted essential cores of student
Cook, for one, became a sup
support, Jackson seems to have porter after hearing Jackson speak.
evoked a passion on campus un “ He really sold me. I’m going to
seen among liberals since the 1968 work for the guy.”
campaigns of Robert Kennedy and
Much of Jackson’s campus sup
Eugene McCarthy.
port, however, seems to come not
Like McCarthy, whose followers
from newcomers like Cook, but
agreed to “ Clean for Gene” by cut “ veterans” long active in liberal
ting their hair to be more effective causes like the South Africa

divestiture movement, efforts to
ban Central Intelligence Agency
recruiting on campuses and opposi
tion to the Regan administration’s
Central America policies.
“ Jackson’s been there,” said
Murray. “ He’s been working on
these issues all his life.’
“What Jesse is doing is giving all
the campus ‘antis’ — the antiReagan crowd, the anti—CIA
crowd, the anti-involvement in
Central America crowd —
something to be for,” Said Stuart
Levitan, who represented student
districts on the Dane County
(Wisconsin) board for 3 terms.
The Jackson volunteers,
however, maintain the candidate’s
campus support has broadened
■beyond college leftists.
“ Students are aware of the bad ■
economy, of unemployment,” Col
orado grad student Larry Johnson
asserted. “ These students are con
cerned about jobs and about their
future. These people are working
on degrees they want to use in the
economy. They’re not activists.”
And although Johnson admits
it’s often easier to get students ex* JACKSON
Continued on page 3

“This
semester

mybest

night courses
aren’t even
on campus"
After a tough day o f hitting the
%e j* .
And 11 incredible versions of
books, come to Lino's for a n ____^
the most famous pizza on
evening refresher course.
iW r iT H lw T i
earth. Plus a fabulous,
You'll find a menu stuffed
fun-filled bar, too. Uno’s.
w ith prize-winning appew )
it's one extraordinary
tizers, salads and burgers, r e s t a u r a n t & b a r experience after another.

■ M l J|pS|| (M JM I
“ 1
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NEWS
March of Dimes “ Tees
O ff” vs. Defects
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y., April
4,1988 - The March of Dimes Birth
Defects Foundation and the Nestle
U.S. companies recently announc
ed a unique national golfing event
for women amateur golfers — the
Nestle/March o f Dimes Women’s
World Team Championship.
All proceeds o f the tournament
at local, state and national levels
will go to the March o f Dimes for
its fight against birth defects.
More than 4,000 gif and coun
try clubs have received invitations
to hold local tournaments to deter
mine the winning foursome on a
two best balls basis. At least four
foursomes must participate for a
club to hold a local event.
The winning local teams will ad
vance to the state finals where the
top two teams will move on to one
of eight regional tournaments. The
eight regional winning teams will
meet in the national finals August
20-21 at Stouffer Pinelsle Resort at
Lanier Islands, GA., near Atlanta.
The national competition in the
Nestle/March of Dimes Women’s
World Team Championship will
precede the Nestle World Cham
pionship, a premiere event on the
’88 Ladies Professional Golf
Association Tour bringing together
the top 16 women players in the
world August 25-28 at Stouffer
Pinelsle. Proceeds of the Nestle
World Championship also will go
to the March of Dimes.
Popular LPGA star Nancy
Lopez has been named honorary
national chairwoman for the

★ JACKSON
Continued from page 2

cited about contra aid than finan
cial aid, Jackson’s student aid pro
March of Dimes women’s golf
mise — he, like Dukakis and ap
parent Republican nominee George
events beginning with the Nes
Bush, has adopted the American
tle/March o f Dimes Women’s
Council on Education’s call to
World Team Championship. One
of the top women tour profes- . decrease students’ dependence on
loans
by funding more grants —
sionals in the world, Lopez was in
has attracted support.
ducted into the LPGA Hall of fame
“ When (students) graduate with
in 1987. She is a past winner of the
loans,” said Johnson, “they realize
Nestle World Championship when
they won’t be able to buy the big
it was held in Cleveland.
,ticket items, like a house, that’s
At each level of play in the Nes
part of the American Dream.”
tle/March of Dimes Team Cham
Students, Cohen added, also are
pionship, players contribute a $35
engaged by Jackson’s preachings to
entry fee to the March of Dimes.
return
to old-fashioned values that
In return, they will receive gifts
even
conservatives like North
from the Nestle U.S. companies
Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms
valued at more than $35.
embrace.
Participating Nestle U.S. com
But the few times in recent
panies are Alcon Labs, Inc.,
history in which students supported
Beechnut NutritionCorporation,
candidates passionately, it has end
Carnation Company, Hills Bros.
ed badly: Robert Kennedy was kill
Coffee, L.J. Minor Corporation,
ed, McCarthy was muscled but of
Nestle Foods Corporation, Stouf
contention and, in 1972, the
fer Foods Corporation, Stouffer
Democratic leadership actively
H otel C om pany, Stouffer
subverted George McGovern’s
Restaurant Company and Wine
candidacy.
World, Inc.
Rumors that the Democratic
Every two minutes, a baby is
convention in Atlanta could be
bom with a birth defect — one out
directed by backroom power
of every 14 babies born in the U.S.
brokers toward Dukakis or even
The March of Dimes partnership of
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo
volunteers and professionals has
have raised the same fears among
pioneered programs that include
Jackson supporters.
diagnosis and treatment o f babies
“ It will hurt them (the
before and after birth, genetic
Democratic Party),” said Johnson,
counseling and early and regular
who believes Jackson’s supporters
prenatal care to help ensure healthy
are the party’s most enthusiastic
lives for millions o f children.
campaigners, and would drop out
Founded in 1938, the March of
if they felt cheated. “ The
Dimes marks its 50th anniversary
Democratic Party will break into
this year.
fragments.”

The Reverend Edward T. Myers, O.P., has been named Treasurer
of Providence College, it was announced recently by P.C. President
Rev. John F. Cunningham, O.P. Father Myers, a Providence native,
is currently treasurer of the Dominican Orders Province of St. Joseph,
headquartered in New York City. He succeeds Rev. John S. Peter
son, O.P., who was recently elected Prior of St. Lovis Bertrand Priory
in Louisville, Kentucky.

PAST and PRESENT
COLLEGE GRADUATES
Introducing the GMAC College Graduate Program
...Just a Phone Call Away!

IF YOU HAVE GRADUATED OR SOON W IL L GRADUATE, YOU
W IL L RECEIVE S P E C IA L REBATES AND FINANCING TERMS
FROM HURD B U IC K -G M C . WE ARE RHODE IS L A N D ’S COL
LEGE G RADUATE A PP O INTE D DEALER.

CALL TODAY!

★ GUARANTEED CREDIT A PPRO VAL
★ NO DO W N P AY M E N T
★ M IN IM U M OF $ 4 0 0 CASH DIRECTLY TO YOU

HURD

BUICK-G M C
540 Reservoir Ave., Cranston 4 6 1 - 1 4 0 0

“R.I’s Largest Buick Dealer”

Ask for Ken or Chris

★ P AY M E N T DELAYS FOR UP TO 3 MONTHS
★ B UILD CREDIT!
★ LARGEST SELECTION OF CARS AND TRUCKS IN R .l.
★ W E ’ LL BRING THE CAR TO YOU! FREE DEMOSTRATION
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EDITORIALS
Safety Precautions
The off-campus residence office recently distributed a pamphlet of
safety tips for off-campus living. This pamphlet is necessary; unfor
tunately, it is too late.
The student body received this pamphlet after the arrest of a rapist
accused of four offenses in the PC vicinity.
It is important that the students be aware of the fact that PC is
located in a city - a city like any other, in which all kinds o f crimes
occur. Instead o f waiting until the aftermath o f a crime to send out
a brochure, it would be advantageous for the administration to
distribute one at the beginning of each school year.
Although the brochure is directed toward off-campus students, it
is equally important that students living on campus realize that they
too are at risk. The boundaries o f our campus do not, by any means,
completely ensure the safety of the students.
In the letter accompanying the brochure, Fr. Me Greevy states that
“ We all regret that this is a part of our society. However, I do not
believe we should live in fear. ” The Cowl does not argue this point.
However, we cannot live in ignorance either. It is impossible to live
in fear if we are unaware of danger. We must be aware that danger
exists, and take necessary precautions.
The pamphlet not only lists safety tips, but advises us on what to
do in the case of an assault. The CowI encourages the student body
not only to read the pamphlet, but also to follow the guidelines stated
In addition to the pamphlet, the administration has taken steps to
protect the PC community. The existing shuttle bus service, coupled
with security’s newly created escort service from the library, which
is designed to discourage people from walking alone on campus after
dark, are at the students’ disposal. The entire PC community can and
should take advantage of these services to help ensure its safety both
on and off campus.
The administration has been reluctant to disclose information to
the students on such a traumatic and personal topic as rape, because
it is considered a police matter; too much publicity may scare the of
fender into hiding.
The Cowl understands the confidentiality o f the situation, however
we feel the students have the right to know of the imminent danger
in order to protect themselves. Do the police expect us to wait until
we can catch the criminal in the act? We feel the administration is
capable of informing the students without interfering with a police
investigation and without putting a criminal on his guard.
Now that the administration has finally taken steps to warn students,
we can take the precautions necessary to prevent additional crimes.
Although this particular criminal has been arrested, we must keep in
mind that our safety is still impaired.
Most of us are predisposed to the notion that we are “ street smart”
and immune to danger. We urge you to swallow your pride and face
the facts around you; you are just as susceptible to becoming a vic
tim as the four who already have.
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Does Anybody Want To Be A Saint?
Enter any Catholic bookshop 25
years ago and you would see shelf
after shelf devoted to lives of the
saints. Today, those same shelves,
if you can find a Catholic
bookshop, will be filled with books
on sociology of religion, on Zen,
or on famous Third World
personages.
The fact is that the cult o f the
saints (Our Lady included) is dying
from devotional malnutrition. A
whole generation of Catholics has
grown up never having heard of the
great and little saints gracing the
Church’s calendar. Indeed, the
very idea of sanctity—the striving
to grow in knowledge and love of
God—is itself looked upon as an
endeavor championed only by
wierdos and zealots.
Don’t blame Vatican Council II
for consiging God’s holy ones to
devotional limbo. In no uncertain
terms, the Council stated that
saints have an inside track with the
Lord. They provide models of
Christian living at its best, and are
to be prayed to for the help we
How, then, explain the present
plight of saintly veneration? Two
reasons stand out. First, people to
day tend to equate mental health
with sanctity. Second, ethical and
political secularists contend that
traditional Christian virtues are at
best inward-looking and irrelevant
to the real problems of life, and at
worst are the reinforcers of an un
just social system.
The past generation has witness
ed a strong push to “ psychiatrize”
religion and to “ spiritualize”
psychotherapy much to the detri
ment of what is unique and ir
replaceable in both. Not that
religion cannot serve a therapeutic
end. It sometimes alleviates emo
tional disturbances more effectively
than tranquilizers. So can music.
But it is not as medicine that they
enrich life. Popular opinion,
however, makes it easy to confuse
spiritual fulfillment with the secular
by-product
of
emotional
equilibrium.
Neurosis is mistakenly viewed as
a moral failing—which, in turn; is
rooted in spiritual shortcomings.
Carl Jung confessed that he never
treated a patient over 35 whose
problem in the last resort was not
“ finding a religious outlook on
life.” But psychological peace of
mind is quite different from the
biblical peace that “ passeth all
understanding.” Religion need not
divorce itself from personal and
social welfare, but it ought not be
reduced to a device for achieving

Fr. Joseph
Lennon
the goals of morality, politics, art.
The priestly ministry is a calling in
itself, not amateur psychotherapy
or social work.
Indeed, mental health is the
point of departure for sanctity, not
its destination. Nobody can love
God if he hates himself. Nobody
can attain peace of soul when in
conflict o f psyche. Nobody can be
spiritually
whole
when
psychologically crippled. It is not
that religion makes us healthy,
wealthy or wise, but that a healthy,
wealthy and wise personsonality
finds channels to express religion.
Religion begins where therapy
leaves off, or rather, religion works
through what health is given us.
Traditionally, saints belong to
that group of God-inspired persons
who seek perfection, subscribing to
the Lord’s words: “ Be yet perfect,
as your heavenly Father is
perfect.” This call to perfection, of
its very nature, demands
asceticism.
But penance and mortification
are concepts alien to the modern
mind. The very idea o f saying no
to oneself in the interest of
something higher is construed as a
sure way of producing inhibitions,
complexes, hyprocisy, selfdeception and breakdowns. In this
perspective, perfection or holiness,
with its penitential aspect, becomes
a block or burden to the flowering
of human nature. People who are
attracted to the message o f Christ
do not want to end up less than
human, turned into individuals
who are cold, forbidding and
austere with very little that is
lovable about them in any ordinary
sense of the word. So they embrace
Christ’s teaching on love and reject

His hard-sayings about sacrifice
and self-denial.
The quest for holiness involves
risk. The effort to love and serve
God has at times produced
crackpots and fanatics; it has also
produced saints—saints who prac
ticed mortification without warp
ing their psyches. To suggest that
saintly life style puts a crimp in
one’s humanity or that saints are
less human than sinners is to deny
the evidence of history.
The accusation that saintliness is
useless or socially harmful has a
lengthy history. Humility, patience
and foregiveness are said to be con
nected with an outmoded, pietistic
and inward-looking vision of
Christianity; a Christianity that is
ill-equipped to deal with the great
issues of war and peace, of nuclear
disarmament and starvation on a
worldwide scale.
The Church’s concentration on
the virtues of the weak—patience,
meekness and long-suffering—has
resulted, we are told, in generations
o f Catholics who are more in
terested in themselves than the
world in which they live; Catholics
who are timid and irresolute when
faced with the challenges of
modern life; Catholics who have
used their faith to band together so
as to hide and defend themselves
against the harsh demands of a real
Nietzsche made the same charge,
accusing Christians of teaching
slave-virtues
of
patience,
forgiveness and respect for others,
not because these virtues help
humans strive for the good, but
because they hobble the strong and
make the world safer for the weak.
This Weltanschauung misinter
prets what Christianity is all about.
Verily, Catholics are “ other
worldly,” for we are wanderers and
sojourners, and “ here we have no
abiding city. ’’ Perhaps, for a time,
there may be more fun without the
four last things. But what is
Catholicism without death, judg
ment, heaven and hell? Whatever
it is, it is not Catholicism.
The modem mentality confuses
gentleness and love with weakness
and ineffectiveness. But when the
chips are down, and harsh reality
has to be faced and surmounted, it
is the saints o f God who are tough,
who do n o t succumb, who
ultimately overcome.
Our age may have little time for
sanctity, but that is a judgment on
our age, not on the saints.
Joseph L. Lennon, O.P.
Vice President for
Community Affairs
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COMMENTARY
Is Moynihan’s Tome Due For a Pulitzer Prize?
WASHINGTON— Washing
ton’s attention span—longer than
a television “sound bite,” shorter
than a senator’s introduction at a
Rotary luncheon—was momentari
ly filled by Larry Speakers’
“Speaking Out,” a book that is
fresh evidence of the high ratio of
dignitaries (Speakes once counted
as one) to dignity in public life to
day. Fortunately, another book,
Sen. Pat Moynihan’s “ Came the
Revolution: Argument in the
Reagan Era,” is-the antidote for
the illness o f which Speakes is a
symptom.
The illness is emptiness. Speakes’
book is badly motivated and ex
ecrably “written” —assembled,
really—but neither defect is its
most detestable aspect. What
makes it reek like something to be
picked up with long tongs is that
it exemplifies as well as documents
the plague o f counterfeit rhetoric
that flourishes when passions are
synthetic. Moynihan’s book
records a mind at play—serious,
yet exuberant—in the arena of
large public purposes.
More offensive than Speakes’
violation of the confidentiality
owed to colleagues in governance,
and more offensive than the
fabrication o f presidential quota
tions, is his utter lack o f a public

purpose. His inability to write his
own book reflects an absence of
anything to say about anything
other than the intramural intrigues
among White House imagetinkerers.
Moynihan always has much to
say and has now published some of
what he has said (in speeches, ar
ticles, newsletters to New Yorkers
and outpourings) from 1981
through 1986. His book is evidence
for the existence of something that,
like Atlantis, is rumored to have
once existed but has not recently
been seen: a Democratic mind.
Regarding Reagnites, Moynihan
is amusing, but not amused. The
1980s have seen, he says, a hemor
rhaging of reality from govern
ment, an inability to understand
the consequences of things done or
left undone. Moynihan’s targets
are Reagnite intellectuals (the
model is David Stockman, describ
ed by someone as “ flower child
turned social Darwinist”) who
are—were?—radicals.
They are, says .Moynihan,
related to real conservatives the
way anarchists are to liberals. Their
defining sin, as Moynihan sees it,
was the purposeful creation of
deficits as a way of throwing gravel
into the gears o f government. Con
tempt for government, led, he says,

- - . - - c r e a d a d v e rtis e 
m e n ts in th e n e w sp a p e r an d
Swsufements, were supposed to
Y ellow P a g e s . H ow do you
ch oose a la w y e r, a n d w h at make possible ample social
solutions.
sh o u ld you look for?
He recalls writing (in 1965—on
T H E R E is no absolute answer the rim of the volcano) that the
to your question. I recommend professional administration of
th a t you:
social change was becoming a voca
1.
) O btain the names of a num
tion. This was supposedly so
ber o f lawyers well-experienced in because economics was attaining
th e area o f law th a t you require. the precision o f an applied science
You want someone who does this and the enlarged predictive powers
type <f law every day.
bf the social sciences would expand2.
) Research the attorney’s
>overnment’s powers to control
track record for specific cases and
clients and the results reached.
Two decades later it is,
This may involve asking the attor
doynihan says (with indignation
ney about eases wen in court or
inged with relish), conservatives
ao ttk d oa for d le a t references.
vho have displaced liberals as ex
, X ) Hf you have a case that will pounders of professors’ theories of
end op la courVbe sore you hire an
conomics, while Democrats grum
»«®n>ey w ith trial experience and b l e about the gap between theory
go to watch him o r her in a trial ni,nd practice in the real world. The
to 'arc hfairxi
“'SOP’s immune system has failed
In a Washington where,
to repel the virus o f ideology. That
Moynihan says, toughness and ig
is what capitalism, understood as
norance are often confused, there
market worship, has become.
is an “amnesiac innocence” among
Hence the conservative belief that
conservative ideologues who, being
problems arise from attempts to
impervious to experience, have
solve them, and that all problems
matched the earlier intellectual
will be dissolved by an expanding
hubris o f liberals. Moynihan par
GNP.
ticipated in the heady confidence of
That last is refuted by (among
the mid-1960s, when the refinement
other things) the growing
of models o f social change, com
underclass. Its condition is
bined
with
increasingly
unresponsive to economic growth.
sophisticated
statistical
This class, defined by extraor

dinary self-destructive behavior, is
the principal cause o f the “com
bination of misery and madness in
the modern city.”
Moynihan, now seeking his third
Senate term, served in the executive
branch under four Presidents. In
Gerald Ford’s Cabinet, he was one
o f five former professors (with
Kissinger, Schlesinger, Shultz and
Butz). He has an intellectual’s zest
for argument. He also is a tad too
certain that he is right when declar
ing the Reagan’s economictheorists can not distinguish cer
titude from certainty.
However, much can be forgiven
to someone so wonderfully terse
(“The framers o f the Constitution
had more thoughts about power
than merely its limitation” ) and
epigrammatic, as concerning the
(he says) deliberate deficits: “There
is a tendency for any government
to live beyond its income. The
Reagan administration transform
ed this temptation from a vice into
an opportunity.”
Savor Moynihan’s book not
because it is always right but
because it is always authentic—
always deeply felt and strenously
argued. It is a rarity in a town too
well supplied with the memoirs of
people who never had a memorable
thought.

Contemplating Life: Stranded With Ziti on Rt. 95
Announcement. Please listen up.
Two weeks ago I wrote an article
about the U.S. involvement in El
Salvador and Nicaragua, and in
that article, I did not state that I
would not fight for my country.
Rather, I stated that I would not
fight in a stupid war, fought in
Nicaragua, fought for Ronald
Reagan and for “ Democracy” .
Fighting in Nicaragua would not be
fighting for my country, rather for
an administration’s policies. If the
Nicaragain National Army attacks
Florida, I’ll be first in line at the
recruiting station. Enough said.
Okay, now that I’ve taken care
o f that little tidbit, on to more in
teresting territory. I think I’ll lam
poon a bunch o f things this week.
First, it may be my imagination,
but isn’t it strange that every year
the Summer Orientation staff is

made up of mostly Friars and Stu
dent Services staff members. This
may be a generalization, but it
seems to me it happens every year.
It may be time for an un-biased
selection committee. Yes, I did
apply, and was rejected. But I can
think o f many other people who
could have done a bang-up job, but
were rejected. Something to think
about.
Done with Natural Science Par
ty. Congratulations to the Congress
and the Class of 1990 in organiz
ing the yearly wiz-bang blowout for
all those frazzled sophmores. I like
to see student initiative.
Something else to think about.
The primary season is getting to the
wire, and the Republicans have all
but chosen their candidate. The
Democrats, on the other hand,
have it realistically down to two
Candidates. A Preacher and a

Patrick
Gallagher

Governor. Oh boy, what a choice,
I don’t know what to do. Either
way inexperience will figure pro
minently.
Oh, by the way, who is winning
the Iran-Iraq war? They now have
begun using chemcal weapons in
the gulf war, which by the way gets
my vote as the most stupid war in
the history o f manking. This war
has been going on for almost nine
years, and these people keep sen
ding their sons to be killed in the
name of Allah. Strange. Something
to think about.
What are we going to do without
the 1987-88 Editorial Board?
Who’s going to have the late night
parties? Will there ever be a better
Christmas Party than 1987’s? No,
I don’t think so. We’ll miss ya guys
and gals.
Just to let you know, the Red

Sox are on a 6 game winning
streak. Look out Chris and
Caroline. Better open up those
wallets guys.
State politics time. Richard
Licht. Raised $4000 one night
eating with his family, with his
children each contributing the max
imum $2000 each. Only one pro
blem, the kids are both under 5
years old. Interesting. I think I’ll
support John Chaffee for U.S.
Senator. Just for the principle of
the thing. But, seriously, Mr. Chaf
fee has shown great leadership as
the encumbent Senator, and is a
good man. Let’s hope Licht
doesn’t buy the office.
Well that’s all for now.
Something to think about. Strand
ed with Ziti on Route 95. Makes no
sense, but I included it to make the
article a little bit more interesting
this week.

It’s Meager to Change Meagher Hall Again
Regarding the decision to change
Meagher and Raymond back. I
think it’s time for the administra
tion to speak out on this problem
all at once. O.K., everyone together
now... OOPS!!
You’ve got to be kidding. Talk
about a -serious waste of money.
Thousands o f dollars in renova
tions on both dorms was totally
thrown away. Just another in the
long list of triumphs for the Fr. Fa
bian “ I’ll never raise tution” Cun
ningham Administration,
These dorms changed genders
last year because Raymond is larger
than Meagher and could hold more
girls. In the past, girls who had bet
ter qualifications than their male
counterparts, were turned away
from PC because there wasn’t
enough room to house them. As
the student population stands now,
PC enrolls 51% female students
and 49% male students. In my opi
nion, that’s a pretty fair split, so.

why change?
This school has a very long
history of dragging its feet on im
portant issues that concern us all.
However, when cosmetic changes
are needed to brighten up the
grounds, it’s done faster than you
can say “BOO!!” You can cake all
the make-up on the face, but, if the
heart inside is lacking, then the out
side changes don’t matter at all.
Since Meagher and Raymond are
changing because of numbers, I
have a few suggestions about some
other meaningless changes that
could be made with all the extra
money we have floating around.
How about hiring someone to
cover the baseball field on days
when it rains. It’s ridiculous seeing
the baseball team up at 7:30 a.m.
to cover it. Does the hockey team
have to drive theZamboni between
periods??
We seem to be able to afford a
new Civ building for all the

coming years. Get rid o f the Hux
ley Ave. guard booth and guards.
In my two years here, I have never
seen them not allow someone on

Brian
Kennedy
freshmen to study in, but we can’t
afford for all of them to have their
own mailboxes at the beginning of
the year.
Finally, I do have one idea on
how we could save some money in

campus. But then again, it looks
good and that seems to be the only
thing the administration cares
about these days.

OUT

WHILE YOU'RE AHEAD .
If you continue to smoke, your chances of bringing every
successful thing you’ve done to a grinding halt at age 45
are three td four times greater than if you quit today.
Look at it this way. It could be the hardest thing you’ll
ever do. So what are you waiting for?
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Letters to the Editor

Democracy: Worth Dying For

A Slap In The Face...
Dear Editor:
. .
Safety. Is it really a concern of the Providence College Administra
tion or are they more concerned with admissions? Granted rape is
not a cheerful topic. But, is it better to try to keep these tragedies
quiet in order to keep admissions up?
As a female junior, 1 am extremely irate and appalled at the ad
ministration’s disregard for their students’ safety. Story after story
is being talked about amongst the students buTii9SS-are_seenjn 77ii?
Cowl. Covering up these incidents is only going to cause moftTfaA
A
In the past, 1 was known for walking home alone after a long night
at the library. My friends told me to be careful but I thought all those
rape stories were fabricated. Just recently, I’ve changed my mind.
After hearing a very detailed and graphic story of a rape and a life
destroyed, 1 realized that something like that could happen to me.
Absolute fear has stopped me from walking home alone at night.
While 1still planned on going to the library until closing, I assum
ed there were ways to protect myself. The new Study Safety Patrolmen
based in the library came immediately to mind. Numerous times in
the past, I simply walked past these patrolmen. 1 finally got the courage
up to ask one o f them to walk me home.
f
Before 1 approached the student patrolman, 1 thought, “What a
great idea. Not only will I be safe but I’ll get to talk to some PC guy
who really cares for his female peers.”
, |
What a slap in the face. Sure 1asked him and, yes, he happily agreed
to walk me home. But when he asked me where 1 lived and found
out 1 lived off campus, he informed me the service was for on-campus
only. He explained he could walk me to Fennel Gates.
“That’s just great,” I thought, “ I won’t get raped by another student or stranger on campus but I’m a perfect target once I step out
side of Fennel Gates.”
.
, „
Let’s face it, folks. Providence isn’t a quaint, rustic town where _
girls are still courted by guys. If we are going to have some safety
services, like the patrolmen, cari’t we make them more useful. I m
beginning to question the motives for even offering this service. Is
it merely an attempt to make the administration look good while really
not attending to the problem?
I thought I was part of the Catholic PC community. Providing ser
vices that are extened to us off campus students should be included
in the safety package. As a student, I am paying just as much for
tuition, activities fee, etc. as any on-campus resident. Why am I and
other off-campus students being discriminated against?
Please, we mustn’t ignore these injustices any longer. Lives are be
ing ruined, and it is our responsibility to make students aware of the
dangers in order to save at least one life in the future. Telling these
stories will make'.thftgirls realize they are in danger. Therefore, even
if the administration doesn’t want to protect all of it sstudents, the
students will know they need to take precautionary measures
I do want to thank that nice student patrolman who walked me
to the gates. 1 ran the rest of the way home, alone.
While most articles like this are written by rape victims or someone
who has already been attacked, in an effort to warn others, I am
writing out of fear-fear that some day I or.someone I know will be

made in the Soviet Union. So the
majority o f Vietnam were never
given the chance to vote on whether
or not they wanted our help. It ap
pears that it was the Soviet tank
making all the decisions for that
country.
Another alarming statement
quoted from your article deserves
an explanation. “President Reagan
wanted a war and if things escalate,
he may get his wish.” Think about
that statement for a moment. The
career!
ony people who want war for no
Most
apparent good reason are the in
intervit
sane. The President o f the United
board '<
States is not insane. A show of
ing. Th
muscle often prevents a fight. Let’s
membe>
be grateful we have a president with
with pa Shortly thereafter we would begin
the courage to act rather than ig
the reel to see the emergence o f the Soviet
nore a definite problem. The cross
and nai military. As a result of the Soviet
over of Nicaraguan troops into
presence, the U.S. would have no
Honduras does pose a definite
choice but to concentrate vast
problem.
defense resources to protect us
What really disturbed me the
against our new neighbors in the
most about the article was your
event they decided to “mettle.” Do
statement “ But we are stupid
you know where these newly xtenough to fight wars over countries
quired resources will come from?
the size of Connecticut. We are
I would take a guess and say taxes.
stupid enough to die for
Next on your list you dis
democracy, and die with honor.”
qualified the statement an ROTC
Mr. Gallagher, if democracy
candidate made to you when he
wasn’t worth dying for you would
said that the U.S. has a duty to
not be writing any commentaries
R e a g a n ’s H o n d u ra s: W ill It
control the world in favor of
for a private school newspaper.
Becom e A m erica ’s Vietnam o f the
democracy. You also said the U.S.
Please do not associate the term
Eighties?, Gallagher has made
sees the exit of democracy and en
“stupid dying” with democracy. In
some very general statements that,
trance of Socialism as a threat to
a few months myself and many like
in my opinion, deserve some clari
the American way of life. Mr.
me will be commissioned into the
fying; an opportunity that I will
Gallagher, the issue is not whether
armed services not because we want
take advantage of.
or not Honduras is ruled by a
to fight wars but because
democratic government or a
democracy is worth protecting. .
Dear Mr. Gallagher,
Socialist one. However, we should
Too many people before us have
Let me begin by alerting you to
give definite credibility to anyone
fought hard and many died to pro
the fact that Honduras does not
who fears the presence of the Soviet
tect this ideal. Let us not do them
belong to President Reagan as your
military so close to the U.S. border.
such an injustice by belittling their
title indicates. Rather, it is a small
I also do not believe that it is
purpose.
but significant part of Central
Socialism the US. is against.
Democracy, my friend, is indeed
America strategically located on
Sweden is a Socialist country and
worth dying for if that’s what m ust
the globe and very close in distance
we are not having problems with
be done to preserve it. If faced with
to the United States’ southern
them. So let us keep a distinction
a future without it I am sure your
border. As a result of its proximi
between the emergence of
attitude would take on a different
ty to the U.S., any activity within
Socialism and the presence of the
approach. In the end, it is our
the region becomes of significant
Soviet military. Later you made the
responsibility to ensure democracy
interest to the United States. And
statement that the majority of Viet
is never compromised.
although you condemn the “metnam did not want U.S. assistance.
tling” in the affairs o f other coun
I ask you to qualify this statement.
Prepared b y John R . Grasso, a
tries by the U.S., geographical
But first go to the library and look
Senior R O T C Cadet, in response to
location may force us to extend our
up the films of the final fall of
th e article “ Reagan’s Honduras:
concern outside of our own real
Saigon. That tank you will see
Will It Become America’s Vietnam
estate. Put simply, if the U.S. were
crushing the entrance to the em
of the Eighties?” w ritten by
to withdraw all aid to the Contras
bassy is being driven by the North
Patrick G allagher in th e M arch
the Nicaraguan .military _wpuld
Vietnamese Regular Armyand was
23rd edition o f The Cowl.
assume control of the region.

Attempting to make generaliza
tions about whether or not military
intervention is always necessary has
been and always will be material
for discussion. History has afford
ed us the opportunity to look at
past decisions for insight and
guidance so that our decisions to
day become more effective and efJ~ «■«''<?«must
benefit;
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Guest Editor
John
R.
Grasso
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Sincerely,

BLOOM C O U N T Y

Heart Attack.
Fight it with a
Memorial gift to
the American
Heart Association.

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PRCERAM®

WERE FIGHTING FOR
NOURUFE

A m erican Heart §
Association

b y B e rk e B re a th e d
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BUSINESS
Personal Financial Planning
For The Graduating Student
by Jo h n R . G rasso

by Stasia Fleming
In the 1950’s baseball card col
lecting was a hobby. However, now
in the 1980’s, it has become a
business and an industry.
Trading cards are the center of
a $220 million
baseball
memorabelia craze. This new in
dustry has created employment for
more than 10,000 dealers, 12,000
card shop workers and thousands
of factory workers. They produce
five defferent sets o f cards, boxed
sets, posters, statues, bats and card
accessories.
Not only has it created jobs for
card dealers and factory workers
but also for retired baseball
players. Some of these players are
making more money signing
autographs than they did playing
baseball.
It is an industry which has
300,000 serious collectors and one
million children who “ grab every
card they can get.”
The industry has grown so much
that in the last two months, a new
card set, Score, and a new sticker
set, Paneni, have'debuted. Kenner
Toys, the creators o f Star Wars
figures in the 1970’s, is now enter
ing the baseball card market.
The industry has leapt from
nowhere to a national phenomenon
in just six years. Even though its
growth is incredible the price of the
card has also increased, so much
that children, the original targets,
can no longer afford them.
In the middle of the 19th cen
tury, cigarette and candy com
panies have produced baseball
cards. In the early 1950’s, Topps

bought out Bowman Gum Co. and
became the major card producer
until 1981, when the Supreme
Court ruled that Topps was an il
legal monopoly.
The baseball card industry grew
not only because of new card com
panies, but also because of a
_renewed interest in baseball, thanks
: to cable TV and the superstations. ‘
Dr. James Beckett, the publisher of
the first price guide book, began
creating card shows. The combina
tion of baby boomers’ leisure time
and the shows have created
baseball card mania.
The booming card business can
be seen through current card prices.
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig cards
from the 1930’s sell for $2000 for .
more. Joe DiMaggio’s 1940 card
sells for $700-$900, while a Mickey
Mantle card can bring in $6500.
Recent auctions, have received
$7,000-$12,000 a night for cards.
The amount of money which
dealers make is incredible. Some
people have even given up their
professions for card dealing. They
have even said that they have made
more money selling cards than
working.
Topps and the other card com
panies have recently gone public
with their stock. Topps stock sold
over $3.2 million worth. Com
panies now are not only selling
cards and - stickers but even
uniforms.
The industry is strong. Accor
ding to Dr. James Beckett
the industry will not
.decline because the dealers keep
looking for new and different
things to sell.

Black Monday Lecture
Last week, A1ESEC, the interna
tional students business group,
organized a lecture on last Oc
tober’s stock market crash.
The lecture, entitled “ The
Causes and Effects o f Black Mon
day” was held at Brown Universi
ty oh Thursday, Aprill 21st. The
featured speakers included Gary
Ciminero, senior vice-president at
Fleet National Bank; John Riley,
a stockbroker at Dean Witter
Reynolds; and the Honorary
Mayor Joseph Paolino jr.
The lecture included all aspects

of the crash. Gary Ciminero ex
plained in detail the long and short
term causes o f the crash and of
fered as his principal explanation
“ speculative excess evaluation of
the stock market.” John Riley
discussed exactly what happened
that Monday as well as the effects
the crash had on the people involv
ed. The mayor concluded the lec
ture by citing ways in which the
crash affected industry in Pro
vidence and by talking about the ci
ty’s future in attracting more
businesses and expanding.

S e n tim e n ta l J o u r n e y
HEW! 100% cotton
w hites, brights
& pastels
VINTAGE delights
business, fun 8c
formal wear
DRESS RENTALS
20's flappers to 60 s day
to gloves, scarves, and
great jewelry, too!
a
J
3

Our college years will soon draw
to a close and for most of us that
means we are about to become
members o f the working communi
ty. This transition carries with it
new responsibilities and new goals.
The better we become at the art of
planning, the more successful we
will be at fulfilling these goals and
responsibilities. However, the pro
cess o f planning must begin now.
A majority of these decisions will
be financial ones. The more profi
cient you become at financial plan
ning the better your future will b'e.
And the decisions you make today
will have a definite effect on the
financial security of you and your
family.
“ You Can Be A Millionaire!”
was an article published in the
April 13th edition of The Cowl.
Mr. Auclair, the author of the ar
ticle, brought to light the idea of
investing in your future as both an
opportunity and an obligation. Mr.
Auclair successfully demonstrated
the benefits o f beginning to invest
in an IRA as soon as possible. The
importance in this idea is not in the
IRA itself. Rather, it is the
philosophy o f disciplining your
finances so that there is something
for the future that becomes the im
portant issue. We are in no posi
tion to depend on Social Security
as our sole means of retirement
support. It is the individual’s
responsibility to plan for and
secure his or her retirement.
Life Insurance. What a horrible
thought! Nevertheless, life in
surance is nothing more than plan
ning for the securtiy of our fami
ly’s future. Without some form of
life insurance, chances are, our
families will not have the means to
continue to live according to the
standards we want for them.
Therefore, life insurance becomes
a tool you will use to ensure that
your house gets paid for, your
children get a college education,
and your family continues to exists
without the burden of financial
insecurity.
Although the thought is unplea
sant the reality exists. So how can
we deal with this reality most effec
tively? First, you must decide on
the amount o f money your family
would need in the absence of your
income. Next, you must determine
how much you can afford to invest
in the product. With these two
variables, your final step is to
choose the policy form that best fits
into your financial plans. We will
examine the two most popular op
tions available.
The first o f your options, term
insurance, is the simpler of the two.
This policy form is called “ term”
because you purchase this in
surance for a stated amount of
time. After completing the final
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policy year, the insured’s and the
company’s obligations are com
pletely over. The insured stops
making payments and the company
ceases to provide coverage.
Nothing remains o f the dollars
spent by the insured.
Term insurance is designed to
fulfill certain needs. It is used in
conjunction with the urchase of a
home to secure buy/sell ar
rangements or used to supplement
employeee benefit plans. There are
other similar uses for term life
insurance.
Your second option. Universal
Life Insurance, combines the death
benefit security while accumulating
cash value. Unlike term insurance,
universal life offers permanent
■ coverage. That is, the comverage
remains in force for as long as you
live and continue to pay the
premium.
The cost for this type of coverage
depends on the age o f the insured.
While the cost for the insurance
rises with age, the insured’s pay
ment remains constant throughout
the life of the policy. This deffers
from term insurance payments
which increase as the insured ages.
Universal life’s distinction is the
cash accumlation it offers the in
sured. Unlike term, universal life
offers financial assistance to the in
sured, before he/she is deceased. In
the early years of the policy, the in
sured’s payment is larger than the
cost of the insurance. This dif
ference accumulates at a con
siderable interest rate, tax defered,
over the rest of the policy’s life.
Considering the time-value of
money compounded over many
years, this cash fund can become
quite significant without having to
invest a large sum of money. As the
cost o f insurance increases with

age, the difference between what
you actually pay and what the
coverage costs is deducted from
this cash account. Thus, you never
pay more than the year before.
The funds that accumulate in
this account offset the amount of
insurance bought, keeping your
costs at a minimum. In addition,
these funds are yours. They can be
taken out at any tinie to supple
ment your income or retirement.
For this reason, universal life
becomes an important part of your
investment portfolio. It affords
you the opportunity to purchase
death benefit security while ac
cumulating savings for your retire
ment. And as long as you maintain
government limits, this savings ac
cumulates tax-defered.
Why purchase life insurance at
22 years of age? The rationale sim
ple. Those who begin to plan for
this responsibility now will main
tain a large advantage, in terms of
total spending and savings, over
those who delay. The cost for the
protection is affordable and the tax
deferred cash savings will be
substantial. If cost savings and cash
accumulation are not enough
reason to begin now, then consider
the most important reason of all good health. Without good health,
you will never find a company to
insure you. While this may not
seem so bad now, it will prove
disastrous when you commit
yourself to a family and their finan
cial security. Beginning a plan of
insurance now, while your health
is good, can guarantee you the in
surability and peace o f mind
necessary to make such long-term
commitments. The concept is part
o f an obligation, not just an invest
ment. Evaluate your options
carefully.

UNIVERSAL LIFE ILLU S TR A TIO N S U M M A R Y
MALE AGE 22

NON-SMOKER

SPECIFIED AMOUNT: $100,000
ANNUAL PREMIUM:
$360

AGE

SUM OF
PREMIUMS
PAID

CASH
VALUE

DEATH
BENEFIT

360

177

100000

6480
10800
13680
16200
18000

8056
24427
47470
85371
131163

100000
100000
100000
101592
148215

Cash y alu e accum ulation a t an annual i n te r s e t r a t e o f 9 p e rc e n t.

E N E R G IZ E R
is looking for motivated,
outgoing students for a
FIVE W EEK SUM M ER
PROM OTION
A representative will be on cam pus

421-0401

MAY 2nd

7 2 Arcade Building
m n o H K t . so

See Student Services for more information.
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Business Briefs
A pril 19-25, 1988
compiled by David Goodwin

James E. Olsen who recently died
of colon cancer.

***In response to falling sales of
its sports cars, Porsche A.G. bas
ed in West Germany has plans to
eliminate 12 percent of its work
force in the next fifteen months.
The company will eliminate 1000 of
a total of 8500 positions in West
Germany, with its U.S. subsidiary
in Detroit cutting back to about 360
from 480 employees. Reductions
will occur in positions of ad
m inistration, production and
research.

***The Westin Hotel Company,
a United States chain has made a
decision to leave South Africa by
ending a contract to manage the
Carlton in Johannesburg. Westin
decided to end its deal because of
rising anti-apartheid lobby in the
U.S. Westin has managed the
Carlton, Johannesburg’s best
known hotel, since it opened in
1972,

***The Walt Disney Company
has purchased the Childcraft
Education Corporation, a New
Jersey based manufacturer of
children’s furniture and equip
ment, from Grolier Inc. for S52
million. The deal by Disney is ex
pected to add to the company’s
mail-order business, for Disney
hopes to increase mail-order from
2.8 million catalogues to eight
million mailed this year.
***AT&T appointed Robert E.
Allen as its new Chairman and
Chief Executive. Allen succeeds

***The Chrysler Corporation’s
first shipment of cars to Europe is
about to go on sale. Sedans will be
the first of the company’s shipment
to be offered. Models include the
Chrysler LeBaron Coupe and Con
vertible and the Chrysler GS Tur
bo Sportscar. Jeeps and compacts
. are to follow in the near future.
***The Tandy Corporation has
introduced the first erasable
reusable compact disk system in its
new Thor-CD. The Thor-CD can
digitally record, playback, store
and erase either music, video or
data on an optical disk.

PC Student in NEA Contest
Linda T iro ilo , a senior
mathematics/special education stu
dent at PC, has been selected by the
National Education Association
(NEA) to compete in its sixth an
nual national Student Teacher
Competition, which will be held in
Washington, DC on April 28,
1988.
Miss Tiroilo, who is currently a
student teacher at Hugh B. Bain
Junior High School in Cranston,
RI, is one o f 12 college students
from throughout the United States
who have won regional competi
tions and are now semifinalists in
the NEA Student Teacher Com
petition. The regional site she will
represent includes the New England
states, New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania.

To select the 12 semifinalists,
NEA judges reviewed written
lesson plans and 30-minute
videotapes prepared by each can
didate. The judges chose two
students - one from the elementary
and one from the secondary school
category - from competitions at six
regional sites around the country.
Applicants were judged on the
quality of their teacing skills and
understanding of their subject
matter.
The student teachers will repeat
their award-winning lessons in
classroom settings at several
Washington, DC area schools.
Miss Tirollo’s lesson was a
mathematics lessonin which she
taught her students about opposite
and adjacent angles.

Lam bers

CPA
Review
10 REASONS TO CONSIDER AMERICA’S
NO. 1 LIVE INSTRUCTION
CPA REVIEW COURSE...

Mind Your Own Business
by Michael Spencer
Caution: This week’s column
may become like other Cowl col
umns: hihly personalized- I f you
don’t feel up to another barrage o f
inside jokes then move onward.
Let’s talk first about business,
just to validate the presence of this
column in this section. It seems that
this summer an estimated 52
million baseball fans will attend
baseball games. This throng can ex
pect exciting action and an expen
sive outing.
An average day at a game involv
ing the best seats, parking, four hot
dogs, two beers, four souvenirs,
and a pretzel will range from
$65.75 at Dodger Stadium to
$89.95 at Fenway Park. In order to
attract family crowds, some parks
offer cut rate promotions such as
Family Day held in Minnesota.
JSIsewherg,- kids, who can fit under
the turnstile get in free. Still, before
you start humming “Take M e Out
to the Ballgame” you might want
to take yourself to the bank.
Money Does Grow on Trees
This seems true at least for a
groundskeeper at Bethany College
in Bethany, West Virginia. Larry
Hummell, who died March 21 at
the age o f 82, was the atypical
groundsman with the hand-me
down overcoat and single room
dwelling. However, Hummell had

compiled a stock portfolio of $1.2
million. He named the school for
which he worked for 30 years the
beneficiary of his income.
It seems that Hummell gained
financial knowledge by talking with
professors and sitting in on invest
ment lectures. His paying attention
really paid off; Bet you wish you

one student to comment, “ It’s an
emotional whirlwind.”

Marketing News
The Marketing Club is presen
ting a lecture by Robert Caira, vicepresident of Branch Marketing for
First Naional Bank of Boston. All
majors are welcomed, especially of
interest to students with financial
strength as well as marketing. The
lecture is scheduled for Thursday,
April 28 at 7:00 pm in Aquinas
Lounge, and
as always,
refreshments will be served. Also,
pictures will be taken for the
yearbook.

To the entire athletic department
past and present. To a man named
Rat. To the guys o f Guzman and
the men of Joe’s. To the back cor
ner in Alumni Caf (yes, you too
Pat). To the Marketing Club. To
a lemon house and one that’s big
and blue. To Dave Lesha , a long
awaited congrats for the belly flop
win. To the RATPAC at home. To
Erin, the first person I met. To the
people I’ve mored with this and
other articles. In order to shorten
this list but not to offend those left
out: To those who have known me
as Spence.

Organization:
Organization seems to be,the
word for April. There has been
great displays of organized events
from the Commencement Core’s
distribution o f bids to class
registration. However, this past
weekend a certain house on
Oakland Avenue had the best
display of organization. The house
or houses staged a social event of
great magnitude with relatively few
problems. All who were in atten
dance were pleased both with the
refreshment format and the enter
tainment schedule. The event left

NOV EM B ER 1983
C P A E X A M PR EPARATIO N
16-week course begins July 12, 1988
11-week course begins August 6 , 1988
at RHODE ISLAN D CO LLEGE
Write or Phone:
LAMBERS CPA REVIEW OF PROVIDENCE
P.O. Box 5117, Esmond, Rhode Island 02917

401-725-9085

In addition,,a sp.ecial thanks to
my editor who allowed me to write
these columns, Susan Holian. To
a girl from Orange and more im
portantly to three guys who have
endured me for two long but quick
years: Clusk, O.B., and J.T. And
of course, thanks Mom and Dad.
Finally, a bit of journalistic ad
vice. To those who haven’t dared,
dare. And to those who have both
tried and dared.;.sit back and
watch.

Car Credit for Seniors
need for reliable transportaion,”
Ford Motor Credit Company
says Donald S. Cook, Jr., executive
and the Ford and Lincoln-Mercury
vice president of Ford Credit’s
Divisions of Ford Motor ComapN orth American Automotive
ny have announced a special pur
Financing Operations. “ Ford
chase program fo r college
Motor Company developed this
graduates. Under the 1988 Ford
program to help the graduating stu
Mercury College Graduate Pur
dent fulfill that need.”
chase Program, eligible graduates
Letters containing program cer
can obtain both pre-approved
tificates
are being mailed to ap
credit and a $400 cash allowance.
proximately 600,000 eligible
In addition, the $400 allowance
seniors. Graduates who do not
may be used in combination with
receive the offer by mail should
other Ford rebate offers. Students
contact their local Ford or Lincolnreceiving a bachelor’s or a graduate
Mercury dealer for information on
degree between October 1, 1987
how to qualify, or call Program
and January 31, 1989, are eligible
for the program. ----- —headquarters__toll— free at
1-800-321-1536.
“ Graduation is an achievement
Eligible vehicles include those
that often is followed closely by the

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
T O : A L L M A Y , 1 9 8 8 G R A D U A T E S W H O A R E R E C I

(1) Live Instruction
(2) Manuals that provide comprehensive coverage— so complete
that no reference to other sources is necessary.
(3) Experienced instructors that specialize in the CPA exam.|
(4) Thousands of multiple choice questions and answers with ex
planations arranged by subject.
(5) Hundreds of exam problems and essay questions arranged by
subject— with complete solutions.
(6) Always up-to-date, including the latest FASB's, SAS's, and
questions from the most recent CPA examination.
(7) Numerous national and state awards.
(8) A proven record— over 20 years of examination success.
(9) A review period that is intensive, not extensive.
(10) Videotapes available for makeup.

A Final Farewell:
Hoping not to sound like a year
book salutation, it is the intention
of this writer to thank publicly the
people who I have been priviledged to be associated with throughout
PC.

P I E N T S O F A C A R L D . P E R K IN S N A T I O N A L D I R E C T

appealing to most new graduates.
Available amounts range from
$7,000 for the Festiva to $15,000'
for a Thunderbird or Cougar. No
down payment is required if the
amount financed is within the
credit amount available for the
vehicle chosen.
Students can take advantage of
this offer by taking the program
certificates to participating Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealers, where the
$400 allowance can be applied
toward the car purchase price or
may be taken as a cash payment
direct from Ford. Eligible vehicles
can be selected from dealer inven
tories until December 31,1988, but
production orders must be placed
' by October 1, 1988.
To qualify for pre-approved
credit, eligible participants must
have proof o f employment begin
ning within 120 days o f purchase
at a salary sufficient to cover or
dinary living expenses and the vehi
cle payment.

LSAT

S TU D E N T LOAN
F R O M : S T U D E N T L O A N O F F IC E , H A R K IN S , R M . 3 0 4
I T IS A R E Q U I R E M E N T O F T H E F E D E R A L G O V E R N 
M ENT

TH A T

YOU

ATTEN D

AN

E X IT

I N T E R V IE W

BEFO R E Y O U C A N G R A D U A TE . P LEA S E BE SURE TO
ATTEN D

ONE O F

T H E F O L L O W IN G S E S S IO N S .

T U E S D A Y , A P R IL 2 6 , 1 9 8 8 -

2 :3 0 P M

JO S E P H 2 1 2
W E D N E S D A Y , A P R IL 2 7 , 1 9 8 8 -

7 :0 0 P M

( T H E O N L Y E V E N IN G S E S S IO N )
JO S E P H 2 0 4
T H U R S D A Y , A P R IL 2 8 , 1 9 8 8 -

GMAT
WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there are other schools. Butwhy
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admit
ted into their first-choice schools. Fact is,
no one has helped students score higher!

IKAPLAN

STANLEYH. KAPLANEDUCATIONALCENTERLTD.
1 :3 0 P M

JO S E P H 2 0 4
P L E A S E C A L L O U R O F F IC E 8 6 5 -2 0 5 0 IF Y O U C A N N O T
A T T E N D A N Y O F T H E A B O V E S E S S IO N S .

LSAT begins 4/28, 5/11
GMAT begins 5/16
There is still time to prepare!
(4 0 1 ) 5 2 1 -E X A M
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STUDENT CONGRESS
CONGRESS POSTIONS AVAILABLE
By Michael Haley
As we approach the end of this
school year, I know it is difficult
to look any further into the future
than simply finals. Yet, this is
precisely what 1 would like to ask
all o f you to do. With the current
restrictions we air seem to .feel at
P.C., it is time for all students to
unite. This is what I see as the pur
pose of the 39th Student Congress.
It is our duty to make ourselves
more visible to the campus. We will
make a tremendous effort to
discover what you, the students,
want us to do. We are here to work
for you.
I would like to thank all of you
who have given me the chance to
work for you. We have a strong ex
ecutive board that is determined to
strengthen the position that Stu
dent Congress “ wields” at P.C.

The past Student Congress was one
o f transition. The members,
especially the executive board,
should be commended for the tran
sitions’ success. We, as a unified
Congress, can accomplish much
more than many believe.
This is where my request of all
students is crucial. We need your
support, suggestions, and help.
You have the right to attend any of
our meetings. You also have the
right to join any of our committees.
This is something we all encourage.
Your help on our committees
would be a tremendous service to
us, as well as to you in return.
Please consider what I have said.
We need to be truly representative
of the entire student body, and for
this we need your help.
Our goal is to make next year the
best ever. I look forward to work
ing for you.

ATTN: CLASS of ’89

’50’s NITE

Interview s for
C .O .A . — S tudent m em ber of com m ittee on Adm inistration
(1 position)
M onday, M a y 2 — 4 -7 p.m . and Tu e s d a y , M a y 3 rd , 4 -7 p.m .
S T U D E N T L O B B Y IS T S - (2 positions)
W ednesday, M ay 4 — 4 -5 p .m . • 7 -8 p.m .
•S IG N U P for a 15-m inute slot for your interview s in the
C o ngress Office N O W !
•L O O K for m ore inform ation regarding these positions in
your P .O . boxes!

Minus System Resolution
On April 25, 1988, the 39th Stu
dent Congress sitting in session
passed a resolution concerning the
‘Potential Addition for a Minus
Option to the Grading System’.
The resolution, which opposes the
institution of a minus system, was
passed unanimously. The resolu
tion is stated as follows:
Whereas: There is presently a
proposal before the Faculty Senate

concerning the potential addition
of a minus option to the grading
system.
Whereas: The Academic Affairs
Committee generally feels this
would be detrimental to the
academic atmosphere o f this
school.
Whereas: The cumulative
average of the school would
decline, making P.C. less com

petitive to the graduate schools and
the business world.
The Student Congress does not
support this addition to the grading
system o f P.C. and the Academic
Affairs Committee should present
this view to the faculty senate at
their next meeting.

Final
Sophomore
Party
WHERE: a t SH-BOOM S in P ro vid e n ce
W HEN: T h u rs d a y , M ay 5 th
n T IM E :
" j |H0W:

4 p .m . - 8 p .m .
Buses w if U d u it tt e

-------

J ie iw e e n
j

u ie s e h o u rs , fr o m P.C. to
S h-B o o m s and b a ck.
COST:

$ 3 .0 0 /s tu d e n t (a d m is s io n b u ffe t)

This Saturday, April 30th, the
Sophomore Class will be sponsor
ing its Done With Natural Science
party. This long-awaited event will
be hosted by “ Best Cruise Lines’’
in Boston Harbor. The SU*
ticxe: price includes aamission, a
one of a kind t-shirt, and bus
transportation. There will be a
limited amount of tickets available,
so please buy your tickets as soon
as possible. Ticket sales will begin
Tuesday, April 26th at 9:30 a.m. in
the Congress Office. One ticket per
person, sophomores only. Ship
sails rain or shine.

UNITE WITH YOUR CLASS
for a few HAPPY hours!
Tickets on sale in Congress Office
on T u b s , and Wed., May 3 & 4

THE STUDENT CONGRESS

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

WOULD LIKE TO

JRW Ring Update
On Tuesday, April 12, the
Sophomore class held its Ring
Premier. The ring collection for the
class of 1990 was unveiled to most
o f the Sophomores for the first
time. The ring collection includes
a traditional and signet ring for
both the men and women as well
as dinner and nostalgia rings for
the women and a fashion ring for
the men.
About 250 people were on hand
for the formal presentation which
included a few words from Paul
Nelson, the president of the
Sophomore class, as well as an ex-

planation of the rings by members
of the Ring Design Committee.
Balfour followed up with an ex
planation of service policies. The
evening ended with everyone enjoy
ing the band and refreshments pro
vided by Balfour.
A class symbol for the class of
’90 was introduced. It will be used
on future invitations and cor
respondence to the class from its
executive board.
Ring order taking is now in pro
gress and will continue through
Thursday, April 28.

CONGRATULATE THE
board o f program m ers

FOR A GREAT
SPRING WEEKEND!!!
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-ARTS/ENTE]
BLT Presents Rare M am et Play
Bright Lights Theatre will pre
sent T h e Voter E ngine by David
Mamet this May at various Rhode
Island locations. BLT’s Artistic
Director and founder, Elaine Raka,
will codirect the play with Sandra
Wyatt. It has been described as “an
American fable” as if it were be
ing produced live in a 1930’ radio
station.
The Pulitzer-award-winning
Mamet, known for his verbal
brilliance, evokes the ambiance of
the 1930’s with unerring authentici
ty but without his infamous salty
language by methodically laying
the fascinating plot o f this story by
interweaving scenes o f life in
Chicago.
Mamet includes the World’s Fair
Photo by Christine Corrigan

BRIGHT LIGHTS THEATRE CO. presents The Voter Engine by
David Mamet through May 17. Right to left: Keith Johnson, Margaret
Simitzia, Marcia Murphy, Don Jackson.

Alumni Association’s 5th
Annual Pops Concert
The Providence College Alumni
Association will present its 5th an
nual Pops Concert on Saturday,
June 4, 1988, beginning at 8:45 pm
in Peterson Recreation Cednter.
The concert, which is open to the
public, will feature guest soloist
Stan Blair, accompanied by the full
52-piece Rhode Island Philhar
monic Orchestra. The performance
will feature the best works of the
legendary composers Porter, Ger
shwin, Kern and Bernstein.
Blair, who had his debut with the
New York City Opera in 1980 after
being selected as a finalist in the
Metropolitan Opera auditions, has
appeared throughout the United
States with leading regional opera
companies as well as in Italy,
Switzerland and Austria, where he

studied at the Vienna Music
Academy.
In addition to his vocal talents,
Blair is an accomplished musician
on the guitar, violin and drums and
has worked as a producer-arranger.
Tickets for the evening are $15
per person, with special “patron”
tables of ten available for $175 for
which the purchaser is listed as a
“patron” in the printed program.
A pre-concert buffet to be held
at 6:30 pm in Raymond Hall is also
available for $12.50 per person.
Tickets for the Pops Concert and
buffet may be obtained by contac
ting Joseph Brum, vice president
for development, or Diane ChildsComerford, director of alumni,.at-.
865-2414.

Exposition Century o f Progress,,
Chicago Daily News and the inven
tor’s laboratory to name a few of
these quick vignettes which flip the
audience through this compelling
drama with the actors adding to the
‘live’ radio broadcast by creating
the sound effects inherent in the
This all-American symbolic
drama leaves it up to the audience
to decide whether the murder of the
play’s protagonist, a young inven
tor o f an automobile engine that
runs on water, and his sister, is an
accurate portrayal of a corruption
and venality in Big Business and/or
gangland activity of Chicago in the
’30’s, or merely a paranoid fantasy.

Bright Lights Theatre Co. will
perform T he Voter E ngine at the
various locations this spring. There
will be two matinee performances
at the Roger Williams Park
Museum in the park on Sunday,
May 1 and 1 pm and 3 pm. Admis
sion is $3.50 for adults, $2.50 for
children.
A ‘three performance only’
Tuesday night dinner-theatre
package with dinner at 7:30 and
show at 8:30 on May 3, 10 and 17
at the Driftwood Restaurant in
Pawtuxet Village includes a fullcourse dinner and the play, all for
$19.35.
For information, call 724-8030.

‘D .O .A .’: A Different Murder Mystery
by Bob Salvatelli
D .O .A . gives the standard
murder mystery premise a bizarre
twist: the victim must solve his own
murder. The hero, played by Den
nis Quaid, discovers he has been
given a lethal, slow-acting poison
that has no antidote. In 48 hours,
he will be dead and he has to find
his killer to seek-his revenge.
The film is based on the original
D O A , a clever 1949 second-rate
movie starring Edmond O’Brien.
Directors Rocky Morton and An
nabel Jankel have added their con
temporary style to spruce up the
movie.
The new version finds the victim

(Quaid) as a burned-out college
professor named Dex Cornell. Dex
was once a promising novelist, but
is caught up in a four-year long
case o f writers’ block. His wife,
(Jane Kaczmarek) as well as his
friends, can no longer handle his
failure, and she asks him for a
divorce.
Meanwhile, Dex discovers about
his wife’s affair with a student and
goes on a drinking binge. He
awakens the next morning in the
school dormitory in a female’s
room, with dizzy spells and learns
of his poisoning. The young co-ed
(Meg Ryan) is his immediate
suspect, but when he realizes he is
wrong, they begin a quest to find

the killer together.
The intrique and adventure of
tracking down the murderer and
the exhilaration of living on the
edge give new purpose to Dex’s life.
In dying, he learns to live again and
to love again. His soul is restored
by this attempt on his life.
The movie proves suspenseful,
and incorporates action and
mytery. Even though Quaid is on
his fourth movie in a year’s time,
his talent is not dulled.
The ending is quite unpredic
table, however, this critic and his
ever-so-clever date were able to
solve the mystery quite early. I
highly recommend this movie to all
mystery and action junkies.

JANET C. MARTI o f P a r k V iew A v en u e in W a rw ic k , R i, a ju n io r d o u b le m a jo r in
h u m a n itie s a n d E n g lish a t P ro v id e n c e C o lle g e , h a s b e e n in d u c te d a s a n a c tiv e
m e m b e r o f t h e lo cal C hopin C lub o f t h e N atio n a l F e d e ra tio n o f M u sic C lubs.
M iss M a rti, w h o h a s s tu d ie d f lu te f o r 1 1 y e a r s , w o n in d u c tio n th ro u g h a fo rm a!
a u d itio n w h ich in v o lv ed s e le c tio n s fro m t h e C la s s ic a l, B a ro q u e , R o m a n tic an d
M o d ern e r a s .
A s an a c tiv e m e m b e r, s h e w ill b e in v ite d t o p e rfo rm

Hunt Cavanagh A rt Gallery Presents:

P A S T O R A L CO U N CIL

SENIOR SHOW FEATURING RECENT WORKS BY
ROBERT V ALLEE -

S c u lp tu re s & P a in tin g s

ARTHUR ROGERS — D ra w in g s & P a in tin g s
A P R IL 2 4 t h - M A Y 7
M o n d a y-F rid a y 9 a .m .- 4 p m . • M o n d a y-T h ursda y 6 :3 0 p .m .-9 :3 0 p.m .

APARTMENT FOR RENi
Tw o bedrooms, large apartment
with plenty of closet space.
•
•
•
•
•

W all to wall carpeting
Plenty of parking
Large yard
W asher & dryer
Includes utilities

$6 0 0 0 0
monthly

CALL DAVE 884-5099

is sponsoring the “ LIVE I T U P " raffle to benefit Cystic Fibrosis, the
number one genetic killer of children and young adults in the United
States. Tickets are on sale now in the Pastoral Council office and in
Slavin Center for $1.00 per ticket or 6/+ 5. THere is ONE grand “ LIVE
IT U P!" prize package: commencement bid, room at the MarriottCopley, free tux rental, flowers, holiday health apsses, champagne,
tanning, dinners, jewelry gift certificate, free bowling passes, and
MORE! Raffle tickets will be available to all calsses; gift certificates
can be applied to any reservations seniors may have especially for
commencement. The drawing for the winning ticket will be Friday, Afayj
6, 1988. Proceeds from the raffle will go to research and care for
Cystic Fibrosis.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
3 bedrooms, newly remodeled,
excellent condition.
•
•
•
•

L arge apartm ent
Plenty of closet space
Parking
Porches

$5 5 0 00

monthly

CALL DAVE
884-5099
A MUST SEE!!!
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RTAINMENT
A .R . Ammons Closes Poetry Series
by Mary Moore

Photo by Christine Corrigan

PC Faculty
Recital, May 1

portance of nature poetry and his
respect for nature as a poetic

The poet has had an extensive
career but his poems and his humor
still keep contemporary audiences
enthralled.
“These poems are short. Start
timing yourself or they’ll be over,”
A. R. Ammons nervously joked
before reading his poem, Set
tlem ents. This was among the first
o f twenty-one poems Ammons
read in a crowded Aquinas Lounge
on April 12th as part of the Pro
vidence College Poetry Series.
“That’s one down,” he said with
a smile after reading the poem.
Ammons spoke in detail about
U p p er L i m i ts , a poem that
describes, on the literal level, the ef
fect o f falling snow on the
hydrangia plant.
“ When snow falls on the
hydrangia, because o f the way the
flower curves, it falls on the back
of the petals, forcing the flower
down. In the springtime, when the
snow melts, the flower can’t quite
rise to the curve it once had.
“The hydrangia reminds me of
our inability to rise back after
something happens in our lives.
There has to be a willful forcing of
self into a better mood.”
The poet elaborated on the im

“We often underestimate nature
poetry, but we often forget that all
poetry is about nature, even human
nature, especially if it’s written by
human beings.”
Ammons told his audience that
he had been raised on a farm in
Whiteville, North Carolina. He
said he left home at seventeen
because “he wanted to read, at
Dressed in a grey suit and speak
ing with a distinct Southern accent,
Ammons reminded some observers
of a “gentleman farmer.” This was
particularly evident, they said,
when Ammons read N elly M yers,
a poem he claimed he wrote as a
•reflection of his southern
upbringing.
After reading the collection of
his poetry, Ammons gave the au
dience an opportunity to ask him
questions.
“I never read fiction,” Ammons
responded when asked to name the
prose writers that had influenced
his writing.
“I like Emerson and Whitman,”
he admitted, citing the two poets as
influences on his own poetry.

Ammons said that he “feels very
close” in his writing to William
Williams, although their poetry re
mains essentially different.
“I attribute the form of my
poetry to Williams...along with
everything else I’ve ever thought,”
Ammons quipped, appearing more
comfortable as the evening
progressed.
Ammons has been honored
throughout his career, winning
such prestigious awards as the
Levinson Prize, the Bollingen
Prize, the National Book Award
and the National Bood Critics Cir
cle award for poetry, among
others.
He published several anthologies
of his works, most recently The
Selected Poem s: Expanded Edition

and L ake E ffe ct Country, a collec
tion of his longer works. Ammons
is currently Golwyn Smith Pro
fessor of Poetry at Cornell
University.
“ I’ve read so many poems
sometimes I admire my own emp
tiness,” Ammons said to his
laughing audience.
“That’s the advantage of being
empty, one thing can occupy your
whole self.”

The Providence College Music
Program will present its annual
“Faculty and Friends Recital” on
Sunday, May 1, 1988 at 3 pm in
Blackfriars Theatre. The perfor
mance is free and open to the
The program will include Robert
Schumann’s ,
S p a n isc h es
_ Liedersoiel. O P . 74 for vocal.duo
and quartet, which will be perform
ed by PC teaching staff members
Jane Waters, soprano; Donald St.
Jean, Tenor; Rosalind Y. Chua,
pianist, Music Program Director;

40W :

Buses w ill s h u ffle s tu d e n t s , - '—
b e tw e e n
th e s e h o u rs, fr o m P.C. to
S h°B oom s a nd b a ck.

COST:

$ 3 .0 0 /s tu d e n t (a d m issio n b u ffe t)

tickel pricTYhiiuUes"admission, ;
one of a kind t-shirt, ar.d bus
tiansportatioti. There will be a
limited amount of tickets available,
so please buy your tickets as soon
as possible. Ticket sales will begin
Tuesday, April 26*!i a* 9 30 a m. in
the Congress Office. One ticket pei
person, sophomores oniy. Ship
sails rain or shine.

UNITE WITH YOUR CLASS
for a few HAPPY hours!
Tickets on sale in Congress Office
on Tues. and Wed., May 3 & 4
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.

TUIT

If I

t

After.

iate-types thought travelling to
Lm. Trig exam with a hangover.
C T f If1as t^ree rock stars on a world tour.
Of U iJ iw n on our roomy 747s. And
BBC comedy shows, 8 different music
_ _ _ _ _ -{flight entertainment. All coming at

WOUh
u eal. In fact, a choice of

*ts actualIy edible.
You won’t notice
any difference,
butyour country will.
The five minutes you
spend registering with
Selective Service at the post
office won’t change you.
But it will make a difference
to your country. So when
you turn 18, register with
Selective Service. I t ’s quick.
It’s easy. And it's the law.
Apublicservice message of this
publicationand SelectiveService System.

So you can munch out while you do a little extra studying. (Yeah, right!)
Want even more? Then let us remind you of our fares. As low as $219*
from Newark. $249* from Miami.
Now what do you think?
Great. Then see your travel agent. Or call us at 1-800-862-8621
Hey, if we could please these sourpusses, pleasing you
will be a breeze.

VirginAtlanticAirways.747'sToLondon.
Take us for all we’ve got.

•One way Late Saver Fare. Fees and taxes not included. Bookable within 7 days of departure and must be ticketed upon.booking.
Non-refundable. Valid in New York April 1-June 30. In Miami, April 1-May 31.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
Beetle Juice 12:30, 7:25,
Above The Law 12:50, 7:20,
9:45
<■
Casual Sex 1:20, 7:35,
9:40
The Last Emperor 12:00, 8:15

G ulliver’s,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. Call 231-9898.
JR ’s Fastlane, W ashington
St., Providence. Call 273-6771.
for further information.
Kirby’s, Rt. 7, Smithfield
231-0230.
Fri, Sat & Tues. - Billy
& the Kids
Thurs. - J J the DJ
Last
Call
Saloon,
15
Elbow St., Providence. 421-7170.
Wed. - Live Wires
Thurs. - Black Surrender, Neck
& Neck
' Fri. - Sat. Night Special
Duke Robillard
Sat. - Sleepy Libeef
Sun. - Paul Jeremia
Mon. - Real World, Rampage
Black Castle
Tues. - Nine Lives, Requien,
Ruby Topaz
Livingroom, 273 Promenade
St., Providence. 521-2520.
Thurs. - Taylor Dane
Fri. - Rock Candy
Sat. - Three (featuring Keith
Emerson, Carl Palmer, robert
Barry)
Sun. - Scruffy the Cat
Mon. - Henry Lee Summer
Lnpos’s, 377 Westminster
St. Providence. 351-7927 or
351-4974.
Wed. & Sat. - Max Creek
Thurs. - Jamaicajs Inner Circle
Fri. - The Fools, Good Question
Sun. - John Scofield.
Periwinkles, The
Arcade,
Providence. Call 274-0710 for
more information.
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South
Water St., Providence. 331-7523.
Blue Pelican, 40 West Broadway,
Newport. 1-847-5675.

10:10

by Chris Lanoue
Avon
R epertory
Cinem a,
Thayer
S t.,
Providence.
421-3315.
Au Revior Les Enfants
(Goodbye Children) 7:15, 9:30
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
•St., Providence. 272-3970.
Hope & Glory 7:00
Sammy & Rosie Get Laid 9:15
C astle
T heater,
1029
Chalkstone Ave., Providence.
831-2555
D.O.A. 9:00
Fatal Attraction 7:00, 9:00
Police Academy 5 7:00,
Ironweed 9:00
3 Men and a Baby 7:00, 9:00
Lincoln Mall Cinem a, Rt.
116, Lincoln. 333-2130.
18 Again 1:05, 3:10, 5:15,
7:25, 9:35
Johnny Be Good 1:15, 3:15,
5:15, 7:15, 9:20
Love At Stake 1:10, 3:10,
5:10, 7:20, 9:25
Fox and Hound
1:00, 3:00, 5:00,
Apprentice To Murder
W arwick
Mall
Cinema
738-9070.
18 Again 7:15, 9:20
Love At Stake 1:10, 3:10,
5:10, 7:20, 9:25
Fox & H ound 1:00, 3:00,
5:00,
Johnny Be Good 1:15,
3:15, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25
Showcase Cinema Warwick
O ff 95. Exit 8A. 885-1621.

Bad Dreams 12:30
Biloxe Blues 12:15, 7:10, 9:45
The
Unholy
1:30,
7:30, 10:00
7th
Sign
1:10,
7:20,
9:45
Bright Lights Big City
12:30, 7:20, 9:55
Stand and Deliver 1:00,
7:05, 9:40
Moon Struck 1:15, 7:40, 10:10
Return to Snowy River 2
12:00

Showcase Cinema, Seekonk
Exit 1 off Rt. 195. 336-6020.
Beetle Juice 12:30, 7:15,
9:50
Moonstruck 1:20, 7:50, 9:45
Bad Dreams 12:40, 7:30, 9:50
Biloxe Blues 1:50, 7:30, 10:05
7th Sign 1:10, 7:40, 10:10
Above the Law 12:45, 7:25, 9:55
Casual Sex 1:10, 7:35, 9:40
The Unholy 1:30, 7:40, 10:10
Stand and Deliver 2:00
Return to Snowy River 2 12:00

by Anne Sullivan
Alias Smith
and
Jones,
50 Main St., East Greenwich.
Call 884-0756 for more info.
G. Flaggs, 3172 Pawtucket
Ave, Providence. Call 433-1258
for further information.

LOOK
WHO’S
NEW IN

by Maria Pieroni
by Maria Pieroni
Trinity Square Repertory Co.,
201 Washington St., Providence.
521-1100.
Sherlock’s Case April 29 May 29
Brown T heatre, Providence.
843-2838
Biackfriars Theatre, Harkins
Hall, Providence, RI. 865-2327.
Providence Perform ing Arts
C e n te r ,
220 Weybosset St.. Providence.
421-2787.

by Maria Pieroni

Hunt Cavenaugh Art Gallery
Providence College. 865-2401.
Student Art Exhibits
Boston Museum of Fine Arts
465
H untington
Ave.
617-267-1377.
Tues-Sun - 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed. - till 10 p.m.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum
224 Benefit St. 331-3511.
1900 to Now: Modem Art from
Rhode
Island Collections til May 1
Prints of the 1980’s til May 1
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Slater Memorial Park, Pawtucket.
726-1876.
• Upper Gallery: Frances Horvity
March 27-April 15
URI Photography Gallery
Gallery Hours: Mon - Fri 12-3
p.m.
Tues. - Fri. - 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Main Gallery
Main Gallery Corridor

Boston Symphony Orchestra
Boston, MA 617-266-1492.
Rhode Island Philharm onic,
334
W estm inister
Mall,
P r o v id e n c e ,
Call 831-3123 for information.

TO HELP YOU WITH
FINALS AND GRADUATION

try Presents:
P A S T O R A L C O U N C IL

ENT WORKS BY

TOWN

& P a in tin g s

& P a in tin g s

sday 6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

Is sponsoring the “ LIVE I T U P ” raffle to benefit Cystic Fibrosis, the
number one genetic killer of children and young adults in the United
States. Tickets are on sale now in the Pastoral Council office and in
Slavin Center for $1.00 per ticket or 6/+ 5. THere is ONE grand “ LIVE
IT UP!” prize package: commencement bid, room at the MarriottCopley, free tux rental, flowers, holiday health apsses, champagne,
tanning, dinners, jewelry gift certificate, free bowling passes, and
MORE! Raffle tickets will be available to all calsses; gift certificates
can be applied to any reservations seniors may have especially for
commencement. The drawing for the winning ticket will be Friday, May
6, 1988. Proceeds from the raffle will go to research and care for
Cystic Fibrosis.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
’tment
ace.

3 bedrooms, newly remodeled,
excellent-condition.
PARTY HEARTY

I f yo u w ant fresh
sandwiches an d
salads— served
with fresh baked
bread, then y o u ’ll
love the new
Subway. W ere fresh
a n d fast— but w e’re
hot “fast fo o d ”.

6-foot Sub for your next party. O
rw e 'll
make an appetizing party platter featuring
snack-size portions o f our classic Italian
BMT, Subway Club, Tuna, Seafood & Crab,
Roast Beef, turkey Breast, Ham & Cheese.
Something for everyone!Party Hearty and

5 7 0 D o u g l a s A v e.
P ro v ., RI 0 2 9 0 8
8 6 1 -0 5 5 0
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BOP NEWS

ATTENTION:

SENIORS
come
to

YOUR LAST

“ LAST
RESORT”

featuring
the film

" The Graduate"
Thursday,
May 5
9-1 a.m.

To th e P .C . S tu d e n t B o d y & C o m m u n ity :

THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT THROUGHOUT THE YEAR!!!
FROM THE 1987-88 BOARD OF PROGRAMMERS
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FEATURES
Plunging Head First Into
the Battle of the Bands
The twanging of guitar strings,
the occasional clash o f cymbal in
terspersed with “ testing 1, 2 , 3
testings,” were all heard echoing
through ‘64 Hall on Saturday
night, April 16. The sounds
reverberating through
the
auditorium could mean only one
thing — the contenders were
preparing to challenge each other
in battle.
This conflict however, was not to
be one of serious discord. The clear
melodies of the first rock group
began to play at around 8:30 p.m.
as P.C.’s first annual Battle o f the
Bands got underway.
Although the battle by no means
had the flavor o f a war, by the end
o f the evening a victor had emerg
ed. Influenced by Arrowsmith and
U.F.O., the victors. Head First
demonstrated their winning abili
ty with their encore “Through
With You,” (an original high
energy American rock style song).
Head First consists of Junior
Michael Day on lead vocals.
Sophomore Bill Bracken on lead
guitar and Junior Ray Kelly on
bass. All three are from
M assachusetts while Senior
Thomas Tosi, a New Jersey native
was on drums and Senior Jim
-Poison from Conneticut played
guitar and keyboards complete the
group.
Formed in 1985, the name of the
group alone seems to reflect the
spontaneous, fun nature of the
band members. When asked how
they hit upon such a name, Jim
related that it came about when he
was talking to an old guitar player
about breaking into the music
business. In the upbeat manner so
characteristic of the group, Jim
suggested, “ Lets ust jump in Head
First.” After that the name Head
First stuck.
Although lead vocalist, Mike
Day states, “ We are not overly
concerned with image,” the spon
taneous, fun style of the band
members is evident in many ways.
Dressed casually, lead vocalist
Mike Day sported a tweetie bird tshirt and joined in the band’s good

naturea joKing. He states that,
“ the group does hot try to make a
social statement with their song
Ray added that the idea they try
. to convey with their music is to
“ have a good time.”
Despite their fun image, the
band is serious about their music
' and their future together as a
group. Thomas, more reserved
than the other band members,
stressed the band’s serious side by
mentioning that they practice four
times a week and also on the
weekends. Besides Thomas, Bill
and Mike also study at Berklee
School of Music.
Because the group believes that
“ if you want something done right,
do it yourself,” it does all its own
booking which requires a lot of
persistence. As Mike noted, it’s
hard to break into the music
business and getting club owners to
listen to them play can sometimes
be difficult. Yet often hearing their
tape and reading their credentials
opens the door to a booking. The
Last Call, Bonrati’s, The Rocket,
and on a Long Island cruise ship
are a few of the places where they
have played.
Not only is Head First serious
about where they play, they’re
serious about what they play. All
o f their songs are protected and
most notably, “ She Steals Hearts”
has been copyrighted. The band
has also received critical acclaim
from “ Beat Magazine” and
“ Metronome.”
In regard to the future of Head
First keyboardist Jim Pohlson suc

You’re never too
old to quit
blowing smoke.

cinctly sums it up, "we just wain
to play, play, play.” In fact that’s
what the band will be doing after
school lets out. Using part of the
$500.00 prize money from Battle of
the Bands to finance a summer
tour. Head First will be appearing
in Providence, Boston, Wisconsin,
and New York. They’re next local
appearance will oe at Fitchburg
State College in Massachusetts with
the Revelations who also played
Saturday night opening up for
them. Other plans that the band
has for the future include the
development of a phone and mail
service updating the band’s
scheduled performances. Also,
Head First has been approached by
Indie Labels regarding the
possibility of a recording contract.
Presently they are working on an
audition tape. When asked about
the possibility o f making it in the
music world, Jim, Bill and Mike
expressed feelings in accord with
the band’s upbeat spontaneous
nature. Jim states, we’re going to

Thought for the W eek:

“ I was emotionally
moved.”
Senior Patrick Morley on the removal o f his favorite
video game from The Game Room.

H elpYour Heart
A m e r ic a n H e a rt A s s o c ia tio n

H aving Y o u r C ake a n d E a tin g it T oo
So you thought you'd have to cut
out all those delicious foods and
on lettuce and sprouts to reduce your
risk of heart disease? lake heart. The
American Heart Association says "yes"
to a balanced diet that includes all the
major food groups. And many of your

fat. Imv-eholjsterol foods to meet your
energy needs or inerease portions of
noultrv. eiois. fats and oils.

duce cholesterol and saturated fat
AHA diet doesnot include red meat.
Not true, lean red meat, fish and poul-

give it a definite strong shot. Bill
adds, we’re not going to stop until
a million records sell,” and Mike
concludes, “ we’re just going to
jum p in head first.”
” 99.597o o f the music they play
is o f their own composition. As
Jim says, “cover songs stink,” and
Mike contributes, “ Once you start
playing originals, there’s no going

Ho matter how long or how much
you’ve smoked, it’s not too late
to stop. Because the sooner you
put down your last cigarette,
the sooner your body will begin
to return to its normal, healthy

anced dict. Hut the key word is lean
— the meat .should be trimmed of all
visible fat and broiled or roasted
run fried or cooked in heavy- gravy.
Portions should he moderate in size.
that icy cold glass of milk? As a source
of calcium, vitamins and minerals,
low-fat and skim milk and other low-fat
to offer, l-ow-fal dairy desserts. like ice
milk, are refreshing and delicious and
contain only about 18 milligrams of
cholesterol and lH-t calories in a onecup serving.
• If you i jn’t bear to give up the
favorite h.gh-fat goodies, you can save
Adopting and following a healthithem for pccial occasions or have
diet is simple. Just build your daily
food intake around a basic plan that
includes the following:, four or more
lower cholesterol level. The truth is
servings of vegetables and fruits (or
juices): four or more servings of
as there are people.
bread, cereal and starchy foods: two
Call your American Heart Associaor more servings of ion-fat milk.
yourcakc and eat it too. Hie informalimit whole eggs or egg yolks to no

“PAID SUMMER INTERNSHIP”
Short-term residential treatment center for emotional
ly disturbed youth seeks live-in counselors for boys,
age S -1 8 . Training and clinical supervision included,
no previous experience required.
Employment: June 27 - Aug. 26
For information contact:
WEDIK0 CHILDREN’S SERVICES
(617) 536-2747 Boston, MA

(617)238-8577

(617)238-8578

(617)238-8579

METRO SOUTH TICKET AGENCY
BRUINS. - CELTICS-PATS
RED SOX-ICE SHOW S
CIRCUS-CONCERTS
BE SURE TO MENTION P.C. W HEN CALLING
VISA
OLDE FORGE PLAZA
DISCOVER
750 W ASHIN GTON ST.
MASTERCARD
SO. EASTON , M A 02375
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How to Pick a Lawyer
by Jeff
Newman
I O F T E N se e th o se a d s on
te le v isio n fo r a tto rn e y s,
a n d I h a v e re a d a d v e rtis e 
m e n ts in th e n e w sp a p e r an d
Y ellow P a g e s . H ow do you
choose a la w y e r, a n d w h at
sh o u ld yo u look for?

A CRO SS
1A ___FORALL SEASONS
4 FRESH-WATERFISH
8 "THE YOUNGER12 FOUND INNUCLEUS OF
CELLS
13 ALTER OF "AH GOD!"
14 CORROSIVE
15 MOTOROILBRAND
16 FLOWERSMELLINGBUU
18 woodwind instrumen
20 PHYSICALPERSON
21 TO MISREPRESENT
23 EXAMPLE
25 PARADISE
26 TREAD
27 GENDER
30 PAST
31 IRRELIGIOUS

32IRON
33 SCOUT GROUP
34LACKADAY
35 PIMPLE
36VENISON
37 ESTIMATES
38 GK. GODDESS OFTHEEARTH
40 DESERVE
41 DECLINED 1939 NOBEL
PRIZE (GER.)
44 0RRA
47 DRY
48 KEG
49 TOY
50 OWINGS
51 SCORCH
52 GK. NUMBERSEVEN

L
DOWN
1 OPERATIONALDEGREE
27 ANNOTATE
2 FORMICIDE
28 CANAL
3 PASTRY
29 DRIVE-INCAMERICAN
4 "HYMNTO THE PILLORY"
GRAFFITI")
5 TO ONE SIDE
31 HYMN
6 PULLMAN
35 FORBID
7 RESPECTED IN ACADEMIA
36 FEAT
8K1AK
37 YACHT
9 PLATO
38 TEACHER
10 PETITE
39 A CRAVAT
11
__________________MAN
OUT
40 ICELANDICLITERARY
17 NORW. POET
WORK
19 GRAIN
41 BASE
21 DROP
42REJECT
22 MARGIN
43 A BOOKOFTHE BIBLE
23 CUBAN
45 PERIOD
24 ARAKS
46 ADM. DEGREE
26 FALSEHOOD

A . T H E R E Is no absolute answer
to your question. I recommend
that you:
1.
) O btain the names o f a num
ber o f lawyers well-experienced in
th e area o f law that you require.
You want sssasase who does this
type ®f law every day.
2.
) Research the attorney’s
trade record for specific cases and
clients and th e results reached.
/This may involve aaking the attor
ney about cases wea in court or
case. W hat should 1 do?
aettled oa ffer dfestt references.
, 3 . ) V you have a case that will A BE wary whenever an insnraa a up ra cocrVbe sure you hire an
° ance company offers to resolve
wroraey w ith trial experience and your case easily. Insurance compa*o to watch him or her in a trial nies don’t like to give away money,
before retaining his ©r her services, and if they are seeking to pay you
iri .*” * you are comfortable quickly, it may mean that your
Speaking with your future counsel, case has worth. A lot may depend
¥©o u u t M *bie to work together on the extent o f year injuries. It is
*• fy c h a lu x result.
a mistake to resolve a claim before
. R tn u m ber! that doing your you know what the diagnosis and
homework before hiring a lawyer prognosis is for your back prob, P e y , off later. Ckaneinsz. !em.
lawyers after a case has begun is
time-consuming and detrimental to
your cause.
Please send all
Q o I WAS in ju re d a few
* m o n th s ago. A c h a ir co l
lap sed u n d e rn e a th m e w h en I
w as a tte n d in g a fu n ctio n a t a
hotel. M y h ack w as.in ju red , and
1 w ro te a le tte r to th e hotel.
L a st w eek, I re c e iv e d a call
from a n insu ran ce-co m p an y
a d ju s te r w ho told m e th a t she-,
h a d a u th o rity to “resolve'* m y

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

PIZZA U.S.A.
AMERICAN.
ITALIAN
MEDITERRANEAN SPECIALS

If your injuries will be lifelong,
and your ability to work will be
affected, the claim has substantial
value and should not be resolved
•without careful analysis a nd devel
opment. Insurance adjusters like to
resolve cases before an injured per
son returns an attorney, because if
the lawyer Is skillful, th e c la lp will
yield full value.

original po etry
to:
K I M R A IN IS
3 8 9 R o u n d H ill R d .
Fa irfie ld , C T

CO LLEGE S TU D EN TS !
Vector Marketing Corporation
offers 200 full time summer position
starting at

10.25/w ith advancement

TEL, (401) 831-8060
580 Chalkstone Avenue
__Providence, R.l. 02908

50C off
any small pizza
Limit: one coupon per order

Gain valuable experience in marketing, advertising,
promotions, and public relations
Must be articulate
Call for Interview/Orientation Now!
Begin After Exams!

25C off
any large grinder
Limit: one coupon per order

Fish & C hips — W ed., Thurs., Fri.
HOURS
Sunday—Thursday 11 A .M .-11 P.M.
Friday—Saturday 11 A.M.-1 A.M.
FREE DELIVERY with a $10 order
Sunday-Thursday 3 P.M.-11 P.M.
Friday—Saturday 3 P.M.-1 A.M.

In R.l. 401-946-0150
In Northern R.l. and Mass. 401-769-2429
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College Students:

THERE’S ONLY
ONE PLACE TO

Summer Employment
Available
Summer employment postions
are available for college students in
the exciting world o f the cruise line
industry. Positions o f all types are
available, all which offer fun, ex
citement good pay, and great
benefits. What a fantastic way to
spend a vacation and possibly a
career!
Most positions include fully paid
interview expenses, room and
board and paid on the ship train
ing. The fun seldom stops, as staff
members are encouraged to interact
with passengers, including use of
the recreational facilities, casinos
and naturally participating in the

ship’s nightlife, all which are great
places to meet fun people. Duty
free shipping is available to cruise
ship employees in most ports.
Free employment details are
available for over forty cruise ship
lines from Cruise Lines Interna
tional. CLI is not an employment
agency and no employment fees are
charged.
Free employment details are
available by sending your name
and address to: Cruise Lines Inter
national, Student Employment
Director, 444 Brickell Ave., Plaze
51353,
Miami,
Florida,
33131-2492.

GO AND THAT’S

GPS!

You could d r a g i t hom e and
»
c lu tte r up g o u r p a r e n ts ' b a sem e n t,
1
le a v e i t m ith g o u r squ e ez e,
R t .l l 4 6
ple ad m ith g o u r la n d lo rd ,
1

or

-s^Biranch \

STORE IT WITH US 1

• for package handler positions that earn
$8-9/hour
• for flexible day and evening shifts
• for full time benefits with a part time position
• for friendly people and fun
Com e on in! Monday, 1pm-5pm, at U P S ’
Warwick facility, 150 Plan Way, Warwick OR
Contact your Career Placement Office for
more information.
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711 Branch Avenue, Providence
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CLASSIFIEDS
PARLEZ-VOUS FRANCAIS?
The Peace Cops has challenging
positions overseas available for
French majors and minors. While
gaining experience and bolstering
your resume, you will help people
in developing countries. Programs
exist in education, agriculture,
healtha nd other community
development projects. (Students
graduating with other majors may
also qualify.) Information: call col
lect — 617-565-5555, ext. 575.
HOUSE FOR SALE: for the whole
family. Elmhurst, Providence Col
lege area, by owner. Hardwood
floors, four bedrooms, 2/ i baths,
formal and familiar living, dining,
finished basement and attic,
fireplaces, new heat, garage 2 car.
$140’s. Call 831-6835 after 3 p.m.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT:
1,2,3 bedrooms from $360 per
month. Private security alarm
systems in all apts. Call 738-6918,
273-8421 or 274-0474.
Professional computer typing.
Fast, Reliable, Accurate for term
papers, thesises, reports, resumes,
etc. Just call Nancy at 722-9992 for
all your typing needs. TypeAll Ser
vices, 79 Ivan St. No.IS, No. Pro
vidence, R.I. 02904.
WHOEVER took a yellow jacket
from Eagles, Friday night (3/18),
could you return both sets of keys
to box #2902.
FOR RENT: Oakland Ave., third
floor, 3 bedrooms. Call 272-1806.
Ask for Liz.

BANK ON getting a tan this sum
mer as a College Pro Painter. Earn
$5-$8/hour, 40 hours per week.
For more inform ation, call
421-0842.
FOR SALE: 1971 Chevelle Malibu,
2 door hardtop, red, 307, looks and
runs good. Performance potential,
$995. firm. Call Mr. Kirby at
275-2158.
FULL TIME summer bank posi
tion available. Excellent business
experience for all majors. Call Mr.
Flynn after 8:30 p.m. at 272-5100.
PROVIDENCE—Enjoy clean,
spacious living in this beautifully
refurnished 3 bedroom apartment.
Unit includes appliances, full bath
and hardwood Floors throughout.
Off street parking, must see, $500
per month, 849-9628.
STUDENTS: Interviews for sum
mer openings being held this week.
$4,000 per 10 weeks. Also, early
start (part time) considered at $150.
Tuition aid available. Call for inperson interview, 353-7630.
“ HIRING” Federal government
jobs in your area and overseas.
Many immediate openings without
waiting list or test. $15-68,000.
Phone call refundable. (602)
838-8885, ext. 8128.
FOR SALE: small refrigerator,
perfect for dormitory living. Keeps
domestic and imported malt pro
ducts chilled to an ideal
temperature. Asking $50. Call
Scott, 274-3946.

Cowl Classifieds
Due Friday
3 P.M.
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Intramural Notes
IN T R A M U R A L U PD A T E

Softball
Senior teams make their run for
the playoffs, which begin next
week starting Monday for teams
with a .500 or above record. The
IAB asks that the teams would
please try to be on time for all
games as well as report to the right
field. The Rat Trap is off to a soso start! Rumor has it that-Kevin
a.k.a. “Bill Buckner” Doyle is
headed on the first bus to Colum
bus. Rob Sweeney of Gamble is
Back, was seen with Yankee pit
ching coach Art Fowler at" Her
man’s Hitching Post in Cranston,
' discussing the art of base-running.
Gamble is Back was beaten by

NESN subscribers can catch Paul
front-running John Siatti’s team
Lyons of the Well Hung Young
and the Big Red machine defensive
Men doing Aqua Velva Aftershave
play of the week, and maybe the
commercials. Playoff will begin
season goes to Brian o-Malley for
next week, criteria must be a win
his chest-catching. Dave Reis
ning record, the single elimination
places second for getting hit on the
tournament will be in effect.
head while attempting to catch a
Last year’s champ “Big Red
“can o f com.” Bacon Loaf is loaf
ing right along with the only left-^— _ Machine” rebounded after a first
game loss, with four impressive
handed second baseman in the league.
wins, including a 4-3 win against
Malcolm, “X” Mitchell. It’s quite
The H a w k s to boost themselves to
a sight. Chris Corridon of Tobac
a 4-1 record. In a very close battle, i
co Road should just hang up his
Dan “ I can hit with power” Mur
cleats and literally...hit the road.
phy and the Big Red Machine,
Gus Lives Off Campus figures to
defeated MAR, 8-6, with the
be in the race as they have proven
assistance of Pete Morello, twoto be tough between the lines. They
time National Geographic Allhave one of the best infielders in
American. Nevertheless, Pat “the
the league. Lufphr may be a force
3-pointer is calling my name,”
if Len Kiernan can get more than
McCarthy came through in the
five players per game. TV tipster:

Women’s Racquetball 3rd in Nationals
by Meg Murphy
Who says old news is good
news!” The PC women’s racquetball team two weeks ago took third
in the 1988 World Intercollegiate
National Championships held in
Sacramento, California. The
women’s team comprised of Lynn
Terracino, Kelly O’Leary, Jeanine
Smallcomb and Meg Murphy were
on fire. They entered the tourna
ment wihtout an inkling that they
would place and take home the
bronze.
California State at Sacramento
and Memphis State, the two big
powerhouses of racquetball and
long time rivals, took 1st and 2nd,
respectively.
The men’s team did not ex
perience a like victory. They had a
tough draw and therefore were
playing the top seeds in the nation
in that round. Mike Lebrasseur and
Jim Salvato were the only men to
win their first matches. Lebrasseur,
in the second round, played Dave
Simonette o f Memphis State
University. Simonette is the tt\
player for MSU, but Lebrasseur
was charged up and gave Simonette
a run for it. But his good geb and
pih shots were not enough to oust
Simonette. Salvato seemed to be
right in the game against Matt
Arney, but the second game went
downhill and he was unable to push
the match into a tie breaker.
The women were charged up.
Linn Terracino kicked the tourna
ment off by winning handily
against Stanford and CSUS (Cal.
State at Sacramento). But MSU’s

Joann Salter thwarted Terracino’s
wish to go on and won 15-2, 15-6.
Kelly O’Leary, the number 2
woman player, crushed the oppo
nent 15-8, 15-0 to move on to the
next round where she lost a bitter
match. Jean Sousa and O’Leary
were o f equal talent and both
brought the match into a tie
breaker. But O’Leary lost control
o f the game and so left the courts
with the loss.
Jeanine Smallcomb also made it
to the quarterfinals in #3 singles.
She met Janet Burke of MSU, the
#1 player matchup was definitely
unequal. But with a smile and be
ing a good sportswoman,
Smallcomb was very aggressive and
gave Burke, a run for her money.
To wrap up the women’s singles,
Meg. Murphy entered the quarter
finals by defeating Michelle
Gagnon o f Central Michigan
University. It was a difficult win as
it went into a breaker, but Murphy
was able to take control and take
the win.
However, against West Point’s
Kate Regan, she was unable to
make the decisive shots and lost
15-6, 15-10.
The combo of Smallcomb and
Murphy in the quarterfinals o f #2
doubles were dealt a bitter loss by
Ferris State. It should have been a
win for PC, but the opponents
were not of a kindly disposition
and PC lost their head in the game.
But PC came back to win the con
solation finals by defeating two
Midwest teams.
The matches of Terracino and
O’Leary were amazing. They drew

Lady Friars Track

ft. 9 Vi” , a good performance from
both girls considering there are no
jumping facilities for practicing
here at PC.
On Saturday, again in cold and
windy conditions, Christine
Crowley finished 8th in the 1500m
in 4:45. Wendy Breuer, despite
feeling poorly, finished strongly in
her section o f the 1500m. In the
800m, Siobban Gallagher finished
4th in 2:12 ahead o f teammate
Cheryl McGowan in 2:20. The
200m saw Debbie Eccleston finish

b o d y

Women’s Softball
The boys won’t let us play has
certainly shown some incredible
senior talent led by Captains Tyna
“ I got it” Meny, Katie “ catch it if
you can” Behan and Sharon “slide
DiMaggio” Conley. With no
previous practice or experience, this
team has come together with an
awesome display of talent as they
crushed their last two challengers,
13-10, and 10-8. “The Boys....”
look to conquer any Intramural

a crowd that was wild. They
achieved a semifinal position by
trouncing RPI 15-2, 15-0, and
CMY 15-2, 15-13. They were on a
tear and were psyched to play
Memphis State. The crowd was
wild with anticipation. O’Leary
was rolling out balls like there was
no tomorrow, but it wasn’t
enough. The two played excep
tionally well and even though they
lost 15-2, 15-6, they were pleased
with their achievement. In a 3rd
place runoff against Washington
State they lost, and so took home
a 4th place plaque.
Overall, the combined team
came in sixth in the nation.
Everyone was pleased with this out
come and were happy that they
fulfilled N a tio n a l R a cq u etb a ll
magazine’s prediction o f PC
finishing in the top 7.
The racquetball team had a very
successful year. Another of their
achievements is the acquisition of
coach Steve Meyer. Having a coach
added strength and support to the
team which it needed. Also, the
combined team took the Eastern
Collegiate Racquetball Association
title and the women also took first
in the league. The men finished se
cond. Unfortunately, next yearthe
women’s team will be lacking in
numbers with the loss of three
seniors. But the men’s team is look
ing tough and should be a
powerhouse next season.
The year has been fruitful and
many thanks must be given to
Gerry Alaimo for all the time and
dedication he has put into the team.

Lady Friar Tracksters Fare Well in Boston
While the majority o f the
students partied away Spring
Weekend, the Lady Friar Track
team was in action at the Boston
College Relays. On Thursday,, Tina
Moloney ran a good tactical race
:to finish 2nd in the 3000m in 9 min.
45 secs. Crystall Jones finished 4th
in the triple jump with 35 ft. 4” ;
she also was 4th in the long-jump
with 17 ft. 3”, an event won: by her
teammate Jacqui Stokes with. 18

Champs as they turn one last time
for the T-shirts
In the outfield, Peggy “ fast ball
won’t pass me” Flaherty and Mary
Ellen “run for the ball” Mahar ex
hibited their fine talents racing
through the outfield at lightning
speed.
Moreover, Julie “rough em’ up”
Powell and Kathy “ I almost had
it” Sheehan demonstrated serious
high school techniques as they
stunned their opponents. Also
leading the pack was Suzi “don’t
hit it to me cuz I can’t catch” Ed
wards, Nancy “ holy — ! it’s com
ing this way” Kirk.
Supported by their loyal fans
Kevin “ Lorong with a line”
O’Brien and Brian “go to night
class wastaq producto” Roberts
this team is destined to be a
member o f the final four in
women’s softball. Place your bets

clutch as well as Tom “don’t ask
about Switzerland” O’Dea as they
drove in five runs.
Looking to the playoffs, the Big
Red Machine is optimistic about
their chances to repeat. Quoting
team captain Dan Murphy, “With
a complex carbohydrate diet and a
strong mental attitude nothing will

2nd in her section in 26:1 sec. while
Jacqui Stokes finished 2nd overall
,in.25:l sec. Crystal Jones and Jac. quf Stokes both qualifed comfor
tably in the heats of 100m, but un
fortunately finished 4th in 12.5 in
the semi-final won by Stokes, with
only three being picked to the final.
Stokes finished 2nd in the ensuing
final in 12.1 seconds. Coach Treacy
was generally pleased with the girls
and hopes for further successes at
Penn Relays next Thursday.

m u s i c

The Ultimate Fitness Experience
For Men and Women

Student D iscount Rates Available (With valid I.D .)

184 Kinsley Ave., Providence, R I — 521-3440

Photo by Joseph E. Gaines

J on Martone tries for second during St. John’s game last weekend.
See page 20 for results.
★ TENNIS Continued from page 19
and was named to the season’s AllAmerican Big East team.
The Friars immediately cut the
Eagles’ lead to 4-3 by winning the
first doubles match. Romero and
Garcia, playing at number one,
upset Boston College’s best team of
Mike Frenci and Steve Sigalove,
6-3, 7-5.
“They’re just clicking,” LaBranche said of his top doubles
team. “They both return serve very
well and complement each other...
That was a great team they beat
and it wasn’t like BC knew they
had the match won. That’s how
upsets usually occur in college
tennis.”
Providence, however, lost at
number three doubles ending the

upset bid. Brian Monroe and Matt
ing reinstated at the number six
spot. He was a New England
finalist at that position a year ago
DeNucci lost a tough three-setter
after the outcome o f the match had
been decided.
The team split its other four deci
sions, defeating Fordham (5-4) and
Holy Cross (8-1) while losing to
Central Connecticut (5-1) and Con
necticut College (7-2).
The Lady Friars continued their
exhibition season and last week
they put on an impressive per
formance against Brown. Con
stance Calma won her match '
against a strong Bruin squad.
Velina Rhodes and Sue Cardelmo
split sets with their opponents.
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ESPN Blankets NFL Draft
by Michael S. Imbruglia
Just because the calendar says
that it is April, does not mean that
football cannot be talked about.
The two big football stories of the
week include the 1988 National
F ootball League Selection
meetings, or “ The D raft” and the
first New England Steamrollers
Arena Football League game.
Last Sunday, April 24th, the Na
tional Football League came
together for its collegiate draft.
This was the first time that the
draft was held on a Sunday, and
the first time that it has been held
over two days since the mid-1970’s.
For the ninth consecutive year,
ESPN televised the proceedings of
the first seven hours of the draft.
The team o f Chris Berman, Tom
Jackson, Paul “ Dr. Z” Zimmer
man, Joe Theisman, Bob Ley,
Mel Riper Jr. (and of course Beano
Cook), held down the fort at The
Marriott Marquis Hotel in New
York, while Roy Firestone reported
from Phoenix. Howard Balzer
reported from Los Angeles, Pete
Axthelm talked to Buddy Ryan
from Veterans Stadium in
Philadelphia, and Andrea Joyce,
who reported from Thurman

Thomas’ - home in Stillwater,
Oklahoma.
If a grade can be assigned to the
telecast, I would give it a “ B.”
Chris Berman and Tom Jackson
gave their usual inciteful and wellprepared analyses. Joe Theisman
was also terrific with his analysis,
he will be a pleasure to watch on
ESPN’s NFL games in the fall. Bob
Ley deserves an award for putting
up with Mel Riper, Jr., who could
not stop talking and who thought
his top 40 draft picks were written
in stone. I was very disappointed
with Paul “ Dr. Z” Zimmerman
who was very stiff and boring with
his analysis. Zimmerman should
remember that the draft moves
about as fast as the Los Angeles
Freeway at rush hour. He did not
loosen up until it was too late, and
by that time it did not matter. Pete
Axthelm and Roy Firestone were
terrific on their assignments while
Howard Balzer was merely
average.
The best remote assignment was
by Andrea Joyce at the Thurman
Thomas home. Thomas was a
legitimate first round or high
school round pick who was sidelin-.
ed with some leg injuries during his
senior season, which lowered his

marketability. By the time the se
cond round was half-way com
pleted, you really felt for this
young man who was a standout
running back at Oklahoma State.
His disappointment was etched on
his face and ESPN showed it to us.
Thomas was picked up by the Buf
falo Bills as the 40th pick overall
in the second round.
The NFL Draft for the football
team is the first sign that the 1988
season is only four months away.
The next big football event is go
ing to occur on Friday, April 29 at
The Providnce Civic Center. The
New England Steamrollers of The
Arena Football League will be
playing the Chicago Bruisers at
7:30 p.m.
If you have not already heard,
Arena Football is played indoors
on a 50-yard field with eight men
playing on each side. Every man
plays both sides of the ball, except
for the quarterback and the kicker.
Some other characteristics are no
zone defenses, and a player also
can return a ball f it bounces off
the nets. The nets are really the
radically different aspect of Arena
Football, but you must see it to
believe it, because Arena Football
is really the "50 yard Indoor War.”

Photo by Joseph E. Gaines

Gord Cruickshank receiving the Lou Lamoriello Award as PC
hockey’s most valuable player from Nick Lamoriello, the cousin of
PC’s ex-men’s hockey coach and athletic director.
★ BARNES
Continued from page 20

Progress of Softball Team Continues
by Diane Bernard
As the 1988 softball season pro
gresses, so too has the PC
' women’s softball team . The squad
coposed of six freshmen, has had
to adjust to college level softball,
sharpen their skills, and build on
experience.
Freshman catcher/1st baseman
Maureen Bakis commented on the
team’s progress, “we have a young
team as well as a small team. At

first, our freshmen couldn’t handle
the division one college pitches.
Now, with a little more experience,
our offense is improving. The more
you face the pitching, the better
you become.”
The Lady Friars’ on-the-job
training has been a long and
tedious learning process. Recently,
however, the Friars have been suc
cessful. Last Thursday, Providence
split a pair o f games against
Brown. In game one, the Friars
were victorious 3-2. With the bases

loaded in the seventh inning,
sophom ore
catcher Karen
McGuillan knocked in the winning
run with her single. In game two,
however. Providence fell to Brown
7-1, victimized by Brown’s over
powering pitching.
Saturday’s games against St.
John’s were greatly affected by the
horrible weather conditions. The
Friars suffered through a tough
15-3 loss in game one. Freshman
Maureen Bakis explained, “ we

hurt me a great deal if the players
didn’t like me. I believe you get
m ore with sugar than with
vinegar.”
M arinatto announced that
Barnes signed a multi-year contract
but would not elaborate further.
Barnes said he hopes that his con
tract will be renewed after its
expiration.
“ I’m coming here with the inten
tion that this will be the last job I’ll
have,” PC’s new coach said.
Barnes, a native of Hickory, NC,
has been married to his wife Can
dy for 12 years. They have a son,
four year old Nicholas, and a four
month old daughter, Carley.

played in the rain and even in the
sleet. We made a lot o f errors while
St. John’s hit extremely well. They
also had a very talented pitcher
who threw a variety of tough
pitches.”
Game two, called in the fifth in
ning because of inclement weather,
named Providence victorious with
a score of 3 to 2.

S U P E R ...

MARIE’S PLACE
592 Admiral Street, Providence, R.l.
(across from Bradley’s Cafe)

331-8728
T A K E -O U T O R D E R S W E L C O M E

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
M O N D AY -FR ID AY 6 :0 0 a .m .-2 :0 0 p .m .
S ATU R D A Y 6 a .m .-3 p .m .
S UNDAY 8 a .m .-3 p .m .

SALE
On Bicycles, Clothing, Accessories
Parts, Exercisers, Trainers,
Helmets, Shoes, Everything
O.J.'s BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR
1.0%-70% OFF EVERYTHING

3 SALE
DAYS

HURRY! SUPER SALE
ENDS SOON!!!

“ Marie’s place is a delight.” — Providence Times
“ Great food at great prices.” — USA Tomorrow
“...Marie's is a home away from home.”
— The Admiral Street Journal
FEATURING:
The 99° Breakfast Special (Weekdays only)
Jumbo Killer Muffins
The AID Day Breakfast

SHOP ALL STORES FOR SUPER SALE!
"NEWENGLAND'S BICYCLE LEADER‘

DJ
HANDLEBARS,
SEEKONK
3 3 6 -6 8 1 4

FREE regular size beverage w/this coupon. Limit one per customer
(except for canned coke)

753 Fall River Avenui
tpposits Showcase Cini

2~ r

4B sT2»‘ m “

N u /C ou rtH o i.

WARWICK

#

7 3 8 -1 3 1 0
2304 Pom Rosd j p .
South ol Airport 1 1

rziESs

|

9 4 .'.-9 3 05

1075. ARK AVE.

NO. PROVIDENCE
3 5 3 -0 3 4 0
1701 Mineral Spring
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Will Barnes Be The Answer?
by Michael Castorino
Rick Barnes has been named the
third basketball coach o f Pro
vidence College in the last three
years. Not too much is known
about this man; “ Pitino-like” is the
phrase many are using. We haven’t
learned. Last year we tried to com
pare Gordie Chiesa to Pitino, now
Barnes is on the spot. This guy has
enough pressure on him without
comparing him to Rick Pitino.
Barnes has set in on his tasks im
mediately, working overtime all
weekend on the few uncommitted
recruits still around. 1 feel keeping
James Best could help next year’s
team immensely. Hampered by in
juries since his stellar performance
against the Soviets in 1986, Best is

now healthy and is a mixture of
skill and experience that might reap
the benefits. Channel 10 sports an
chor Joe Ro'cco should officially
change his name to Joe
“ Rockhead.” After a hideous in
terview with our new coach on his
Sports Extra show, Rocco closed
by calling Rick Barnes, “ Rick
Brown.” Way to go Joe.

There were many people limping
around campus last week. It wasn’t
a coincidence. It was the weekend
o f supersports and the Boston
Marathon. Supersports again was
a huge success due to the stellar
work of the IAB. Supersonic
Youth emerged from the thirty-one

team field to claim to prize. Led by
. the now legendary Kara Corrigan
and Don “The Pepperpot” Sacco,
this squad proved too much to han
dle. Win or lose, contestants could
barely walk for the next few days.
It’s great to be in shape. Con
gratulations to Chester “Neck
Hair” Atkins, Kris Simpson, and
KK Kelly on finishing the Boston
Marathon. Atkins attributes his
success to his vigorous training,
new moral standards, and
abstinence from all forms of vice.
Simpson on the other hand, refus
ed to relinquish her beer bottle
claiming the nutritious value is vital
in carbohydrate intake. KK Kelly
could not b reached for comment.

Golf Team Prepares For New England
By Michael Castorino
This week the Providence Col
lege Golf team prepares for its an
nual trip to the New England Divi
sion I championships on April

27-29.
Leading the way for the Friars
will be sophomore sensations
Shane Drury and Chris Hartigan.
This team has been weakened
slightly by the absence of a few
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Sports On My Mind

quality players. Senior Joe Gatti
. has been the cohesive factor on this
years team. This group has shown
they can handle adversity and plan
to give a strong showing during this
very important tournament.

Greetings on this, my final col
umn. How about those Bruins?
After a pitiful performance in game
one against the Canadiens, the B’s
have come flying back. Reggie
Lemelin has been phenomenal, but
the key may be Rav Bourque who
is arguably playing the best he ever

Dan
Lawler
Was anyone surprised it. rained
on the outdoor concert Saturday
afternoon? In my four years I have
yet to see the" sun at our Spring
Weekend event. The pre-party bash
on Oakland Street may have been
the best party ever at P.C. It is not
easy for a Loveday guy to
acknowledge, but Marshfield clear
ly outdid themselves this time.
Sunday turned out to be an
outstanding sports day with ESPN
carrying the first four rounds of the
NFL draft live. What a hairdo on
Mel “ Call me Elvis” Kiper Jr. I
was a little surprised that comic
Chris Berman didn’t mention
Kiper’s “ do” at some point in the
telecast.

" Dad was right.
You get what
you pay for.”

As this is my last column of the
year, I would like to give out the
unofficial awards. First, the Worst
Sports Team of the Year—the New
York Rangers and New Jersey
Nets. Honorable Mention—Bolios
Flag Football Team. The year’s
biggest upset has to be the Japanese
Jumpin’ Angels’ victory over Col
onel & Jimmy Hart’s Glamour
Girls. The question of the year has
to be. How did the Shamrocks best
Rusty’s Raiders twice in intramural
Street hockey?
My choice for Providence Col
lege Athlete of the Year is John
Schon in a landslide. Can anyone
believe that PC’s noseguard was
not taken in the NFL draft? The
best places for food on a weekend
are McCormack’s, Danny’s Deli,
and of course, the buffet at the
Foxy Lady. If the Lady had a golf
machine, it would be the most
popular spot in Rhode Island.
In other awards, there is a tie for
Bartender o f the Year between
Eagle’s super pourers Joe Gaines
and Dennis Votta. My choice for
PC’s Coach of the Year in a
revenue sport has to be woman’s
hoop coach Bob Foley, an award
he takes by default. Gord Chiesa
and Mike McShane didn’t event
place in this category. My final
award is for Male Stripper of the
Year. This award was not even
close as anyone who was at the
Oakland Street bash will attest to.
John Buckley and that gu.t of his
clearly stole the show.
Finally, 1 would like to reveal
this year’s sources. Thanks to Mike
Scaplen and Joe Hickey, my
sources o f the WWF and Notre
Dame respectively. And no thanks '
to Ty Cottham, my source at the
NBA,., Ajso, it is great to see Joe
Murphy finally swing his allegiance
and join the Boston sports scene.

Tennis Set
Back by BC
by Kevin Sghia

More people choose
AT&T over any other long
distance service. Because,
with AT&T, it costs less
than you think to get the
service you expect, like
clearer connections,
24-hour AT&T operator
assistance, instant credit
on wrong numbers. And
the assurance that we can
put virtually every one
of your calls through the
first time. That’s the genius
of the AT&T Worldwide
Intelligent Network.
So when it’s time to
make a choice, remember,
it pays to choose AT&T.
If you’d like to know
more about our products
or services, like the
AT&T Card, call us at
1800 222-0300.

Greg Riley University o f N orth Carolina- Class o f 1989

AT&T
The right choice.

All spring the Providence Col
lege men’s tennis team has geared
itself toward playing in the New
England Championships. Sporting
a 7-5 record, the team is playing its
best tennis heading into the
weekend’s three-day championship
at UConn.
The Friars are aiming to crack
the top five in the tournament.
•. Leading contenders figure to be
Hartford, Brandeis, Babson, MIT,
and defending champion, Central
Connecticut.
Ironically, it took a loss to Big
East champion Boston College last
Saturday to spur the squad. PC
dropped an 8-6 decision to BC but
during the defeat the Friars may
have earned more respect from
their coach than in any of their
seven victories.
“ 1 think it was a tremendous step
for the program as far as the kids
that are here now,” said Carl
LaBranche, the Providence tennis
coach. “ We could have upset BC;
we had great efforts in a losing
cause.”
Before the match, Providence
had sought to make the final three
doubles matches meaningful—a
significant achievement against the
powerful Eagles. In the past, PC
has lost to Boston College before
■.the final singles match had been
played. Trailing 4-2 after the .
singles—following wins by Paul
P ruitt and Dave P o iro t—
Providence remained in the match.
Pruitt upped his season record to
9-3 with a 7-6, 7-5 victory while
Poirot came from behind to win
3-6, 7-6, 7-5. Poirot is 4-0 since be
* See TENNIS

Continued on page 17
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Barnes Era Begins
Young Coach Leaves George
Mason to Take Over at PC
by Scott Corrigan
The search has finally come to an
end. Last Friday, a little more than
a month after Gordon Chiesa’s
resignation, PC named 33 year old
Rick Barnes head coach of the
men’s basketball team.
“ You dream o f the day you can
be associated with a program like
PC which has such a rich tradi
tion,” Barnes, flanked by Presi
dent John F. Cunningham, O.P
and Director of Athletics John
Marinatto, said after the announce
ment was made in 64 Hall.
This past season Barnes was the
head coach at George Mason
University, where he led the
Patriots to a 20-10 record and a se
cond place finish in the Colonial
Athletic Association, which earn
ed him Co-Coach of the Year
honors in the conference.
Before taking over at George
Mason, Barnes had been an assis
tant at Ohio State University under
Gary Williams in 1986 and at the
University of Alabama under
Wimp Sanderson in 1985. Barnes
was also an assistant at George
Mason from 1980-85 and at David
son from 1978-80.
Marinatto had assumed the
responsibility of finding a replace
ment for Chiesa, who resigned
after only one season as head coach
of the Friars. Throughout the
search for a new coach Marinatto
refused to speak about who PC was
interested in neither confirming nor
denying the numerous names which
surfaced through the rumor mill.
“ We thought it was in
everyone’s best interests to remain
confidential,” M arinatto said
Friday.
Still refusing to name names,
Marinatto did confirm that PC had
actively pursued a number of
coaches.
“ 1 talked to about a dozen
(possible successors)” Marinatto
said. “ Six of those spoke with Fr.
Cunningham.”
Three weeks ago, Marinatto

phoned the Athletic Director at
George Mason and asked permis
sion to speak with Barnes. On
Monday, April 17, Barnes met with
Marinatto and Fr. Cunningham in
Martin Hall on the PC campus.
The decision to hire Barnes was
made last Wednesday according to
Marinatto.
During his interview on the PC
campus Marinatto felt Barnes
proved he was the right man for the
job.
“ The minute I sat down with
Rick Barnes, I knew he was a win
ner,” PC’s athletic director said.
“ It was Rick’s positive attitude
about everything.”
When informed by officials at
George Mason the PC was in
terested in him, Barnes’ initial reac
tion was one of disbelief.
“ I couldn’t believe it,” Barnes
recalled. “ I said, ‘that can’t be.’”
Before accepting the position at
PC Barnes spoke with former PC
coach and current head coach of
the Knicks, Rick Pitino.
“ I spoke with Rick about'a week
ago,” Barnes said Friday. “ He’s a
person 1 really have a great deal of
respect for. He told me that Pro
vidence is a great, great place to live
and coach.”
The young coach says he will im
plement a system wich has become
familiar to Friar fans over the past
three seasons.
“ We will play an up-tempo
style, ’’ he said. ‘‘1would like us to
play 94 feet both ways. You’ll
know that when our team comes
off the floor, they’ll have given you
everything they have,”
Chiesa resigned amidst rumors
that a number of players were
disgruntled with his coaching style
and had aired complaints to
Marinatto. Barnes said that he does
not foresee any conflicts develop
ing between himself and his
players.
“ I’m a player’s coach. I want to
be more than their coach. It would
★ BARNES
Continued on page 18
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Rick Barnes (center) during the announcement of his appointment as PC’s new men’s basketball coach
last Friday in ’64 Hall. Athletic Director John Marinatto (left) and PC President John F. Cunningham,
O .P .. made the announcement.

Baseball Takes Four in a Row
to Earn Playoff Spot
by Scott D. Pianowski
—The Prov
idence College baseball squad took
four games this weekend, including
three over-division rival St. John’s,
to run their ledger to 18-19, 11-4 in
the Big East. After their victory
against St. John’s on Sunday, they
clinched a spot in the Big East
Tournament, to be held in Bristol,
Connecticut, in May.
The Friars got the weekend off
to a flying start with a 12-3 pound
ing of the Northeastern Huskies on
Friday. The Huskies jumped out to
a 1-0 lead in their half of the first,
but PC leadoff man Ed Statkiewicz
evened things up with a tremen
dous home run to dead centerfield.
After two were out, Steve Castro
and Bobby Hargraves hit back to
back doubles to give PC a 2-1
advantage.
The Huskies tied the game in the '
top of the third, but the Friars put
the contest out of reach with a sixrun explosion in their half of the
fourth. After one out, the Friars’
next eight batters all reached base
safely, seven of those on base hits.
Freshman pitcher Mark Loughlin
coasted from there, earning the vic
tory to up his mark to 4-2.
Loughlin went 7 innings, allowing
two runs, walking four and strik
ing out two. Steve Castro led the
offense with three of the Friars 18
hits.
Saturday, the Friars hosted their
division rivals, the St. John’s
Redmen. Entering the game, the

Friars (8-4) held a slim half-game
lead over St. John’s (6-3) in the Big
East’s Northern Division. The
Friars took the opener o f the twin
bill, 3-2, with PC’s Rick Keough
(1-5) besting St. John’s ace, Owen
Kelly. St. John’s grabbed a 1-0 lead
in the top of the second, but single
Friar runs in the second, third and
fourth, the latter on a Don Martone homer, gave Keough all the
runs that he would need. The
sophomore righthander finished
with six strikeouts while recording
his first victory of the season. Se
cond baseman Bill Butler and Martone had two hits apiece for PC.
In the second game, which was
marred by rain and sleet, the Friars
completed the sweep o f the
doubleheader with a 7-3 decision.
Lefty Jim O’Neil (3-3) got the win,
pitching 5'A innings. Stopper Ed
Statkiewicz finished, allowing just
one hit and striking out three en
route to his first save of the year.
Statkiewicz led the offense with
three safeties, while the red-hot
Martone chipped in with two. The
Friars also took advantage of four
Redmen miscues in the field.
To complete the weekend sweep,
and to up their Big East advantage
to 3Zi games, the Friars put on an
awesome offensive display, routing
St. John’s by a 16-7 count. Even
more incredibly, the Redmen had
a 6-0 lead before PC even came to
bat, hitting up PC starter Tony
Noviello for the six runs, and tak
ing advantage of some Friar errors

in the field. Unfazed, the Friars
scored two in their half of the first,
three in the second, and then put
up a couple of five-spots in the
fourth and fifth to make the game
a laugher. Rob Fay, Bobby
Hargraves and Brendan Beckstein
led the attack with homers, while
Chris Maloff and Statkiewicz had
four and three hits, respectively.
Noviello recovered very nicely from
the rocky first frame to shut out the
Redmen for the next five stanzas to
earn his club leading fifth win. A1
Grossguth pitched the final three
innings to pick up the save, and to
cap off quite a successful three days
for the Friars.
Friar Notes
Ed Stakiewicz (8-for-12 in the
four games) used his 3-for-4 perfor
mance on Sunday to lift his team
leading average over the .400 mark,
to .411... Outfielder Steve Castro
leads the team with 28 RBI...
Freshman pitcher Pat Whyte made
his PC debut in Friday’s game,
working a scoreless inning...
Statkiewicz has pitched 25 innings
in Big East play, allowing only one
earned run, a 0.36 ERA... The
Friars played errorless baseball Fri
day... Don Martone has eight hits
in this last nine at-bats, raising his
average 52 points to .295... Dona
tions are now being accepted to
build a press box at PC’s Hendricken Field, so we don’t have to
freeze like we did on Saturday...
The Friars next home game is
Thursday, April 28th, vs. Rhode
Island at Hendricken Field.

Lacrosse Eyes Spot in NE Top Ten
B y John Lipuma
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PC hurler Tony Noviello follows through on his delivery during last
weekend’s action vs. St. John’s.

The long awaited match between
the current PC lax team and the
Alumni was unfortunately cancell
ed this past weekend. The team
must now set their sights on a more
serious and immediate goal: to win
their remaining four games and
bust into New England’s TOP
TEN. The task will not be an easy
one, but the squad seems to have
adopted the cool and confident de
meanor of Coach Tom Murray.
After a long 11 day layoff, the
team has kept in top physical con
dition, running so much one would
think they were training for the
Boston Marathon.
First up is Boston College, who
are always tough on their home
turf. After being beaten by PC a
year ago by just two goals, expect
the Eagles to come out soaring.
Next is UNH. ranked 6th in New

England and tourney-tested; they
made the NCAA’s two years ago.
These two games will be PC’s
toughest road trip by far this
season. The Friars final two games
are at home, but are no less for
midable. Holy Cross beat pro
vidence by three last year and hope
to make it two in a row. Mass
Maritime will by no means be a
laugher, and a PC win should give
them a well earned place in the top
ten. At the moment, EC is
knocking at the door, ranked
about 11th by most coaches
around the league. The Friars
schedule is tough and they will not
have backed into their place as one
of New Englands best. Certain
players are beginning to peak right.
Chris Shaw leads the team with
25 goals, followed by Rich Frey
and Kevin McCarthy with 13 and
12 respectively. Jack Crowley has
an astounding 30 assists and leads

everybody with 41 points. It is team
chemistry that makes PC a multi
dimensional offensive force that
opponents simply cannot contain.
PC averages nearly 13 goals a game
and outscores opponents 2-1, The
other half of this story is of course
the defense. Eric Diliberto allows
a stingy 69 goals per game, thanks
to the play o f the men in front of
him. The team has lost Don Hill to
injury, and will now go with two
freshman on defense: the fantastic
Don Fesenmyer and another
phenom from the mecca of lax
talent, Kevin Beatty of Garden Ci,ty, NY. Anchored by Capt. Jay
Sabitoni, his leadership will prove
most privotal in these final games.
Zoner and John Thomas are
always all over ground balls and the
upstart Mark Cordon has picked
up his level of play to new heights.
There is nothing left to do now but
sit back and enjoy some exciting
lacrosse.

